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Executive Summary 

EOSC Enhance pursues four (4) main objectives:  

1. Enhance the EOSC Providers’ interface and incorporate new EOSC Resources into the EOSC Portal,  

2. Accelerate the deployment and uptake of EOSC Resources,  

3. Increase user demand for EOSC Resources via the EOSC Portal improvements and developments and  

4. Enable easier access to EOSC Resources of thematic clouds. 

All of those objectives rely on the shape and maturity of the EOSC Portal.  

The EOSC Portal is a key component of the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) ecosystem, providing an 

access point for services and resources for Europe’s research sector. A key to a successful EOSC Portal is an 

appropriate understanding of EOSC end-users, their needs, and the deployment of stable functionalities that 

add value by responding to those needs.  

The deliverable provides an overview of the detailed analysis of the outputs from the Requirements 

Gathering Process carried out by the combined forces of WP1, WP2 and WP5 in the EOSC Enhance project 

and how the requirements derived from that process were translated into operational models in the EOSC 

Portal User Component.  

This document describes the established UX methodology delivered in March 2020 that was adapted during 

the project course and used to analyse the EOSC Portal existing functionalities, newly emerged requirements 

and then led to the improvement of the EOSC Portal, especially in terms of the ‘user experience’. 

Additionally, it summarises the activities undertaken by WP4 aimed at better understanding the EOSC Portal 

as an IT product, which was achieved due to the number of consultations and workshops conducted. The 

same activities also included an EOSC-related factor and broadened the project’s understanding of the EOSC 

landscape, EOSC Portal’s role in it and potential ways of evolution.  

The work is led by Task 4.1 with contributions, interactions, and validation by other WPs.  
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1 Introduction 
To properly showcase the update in UX model and verification methods for EOSC Portal development, this 

document will first remind the UX design process developed in the first months of the EOSC Enhance project. 

It will become a starting point to demonstrate how it was used to support the project goals and, in particular, 

support the development activities performed in the scope of EOSC Portal functionalities towards EOSC end-

users.  

To serve its goals, during the project’s course, it was iteratively adapted to meet the circumstances of the 

project’s reality and to be the best fit possible for the nature of EOSC itself. The adaptations of the respective 

parts of the process will be presented in the main 3 chapters of the deliverable (chapter 2-5).  

It is worth noticing that the overall process (its workflows) remained almost unchanged. The adaptations in 

this area were minor changes. The significant ones apply to the tooling of the process. It became clear during 

the project’s lifecycle, that not all necessary tools and artefacts were recognised when defining the EOSC 

Portal UX design process. To keep the clarity of the reading, all of the developed process-supporting inventory 

is included in the form of annexes. In addition to the newly recognised artefacts, main chapters will also 

document the artefacts that were supposed to be delivered from the very beginning: UX modelling artefacts. 

Also attached as annexes to this document. 

The main part will be concluded with the presentation of new EOSC Portal functionalities delivered with a 

use of the EOSC Portal UX design process. 

The last but one chapter focuses on the UX verification process designed in Task 4.1 User experience 

modelling for key scenarios and personas to support the efficient development work in WP4 and is 

complementary to the EOSC Portal UX design process. 

The deliverable ends with the conclusions and the anticipated activities in Task 4.1 for the remaining months 

of EOSC Enhance. 
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2 EOSC Portal UX design process outline 
This chapter provides the reminder of established User-experience (UX) research methods put together in 

the form of UX design process for the sake of EOSC Portal User Component development in EOSC Enhance. 

This reminder is a ground for the practical implementation of the UX design process, demonstrated further 

in this document.  

The main goals of the process: 

• Analyse the existing EOSC Portal user experience  

• Track, structure and process new insights relevant to the WP4 development, translate them into new 

User stories where appropriate 

• Identify functional areas relevant for a broader analysis 

• Conduct an efficient problem-solving, keeping in the centre true user needs, which concludes in 

concrete identified tasks for development 

• Help to measure progress during the implementation 

As presented and explained in D4.1 UX model and verification, the EOSC Portal UX design process has been 

divided into 3 stages: Discovery, Conceptualization and Delivery.  

 

Figure 1. EOSC Portal UX design process 
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At every stage in this process, different UX methods are supposed to keep product-development efforts on 

the right track, in agreement with true user needs and not theoretical ones. So different methods will be 

used at each product cycle because they are aimed at different goals and types of insight.  

To help implement the process, every stage has identified: 

● A list of processes taking place 

● UX tools and methods used 

● A list of responsibilities and goals 

● WP/task responsible 

2.1 Discovery  
The Discovery stage comprehends 2 relevant processes. 

2.1.1 State-of-play analysis 
 

Tools and methods Responsibilities WP/Task responsible 

Proto-personas Find and capture information 

about already identified proto-

personas 

Based on previous work at EOSC -

hub project Provided by 

CYFRONET 

 

 

User needs Find and capture information 

about already identified user 

needs 

Initial user journey maps Find and capture information 

about already identified User 

journey map 

Accomplished user stories Find and capture information 

about users stories that has 

already been implemented  

Stakeholder journey mapping Find and capture information 

about already created a 

Stakeholder Journey Mapping  

Initial Requirement gathering 

and prioritization 

Gather and structure an initial 

Requirements  

WP 1, 2, 5 

 

2.1.2 Requirement gathering and structuring 
The requirement gathering and structuring process identifies 3 cascade sub-process: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HyznRRC2kTcvEP7ROGL7HMvB_s5EaqkCiTHkScaPSfU/edit?ts=5e579684#heading=h.o5uqxm4x9b4w
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HyznRRC2kTcvEP7ROGL7HMvB_s5EaqkCiTHkScaPSfU/edit?ts=5e579684#heading=h.o5uqxm4x9b4w
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HyznRRC2kTcvEP7ROGL7HMvB_s5EaqkCiTHkScaPSfU/edit?ts=5e579684#heading=h.548h75ck08y7
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o Requirement collection 

o Requirement analysis and maintenance 

o Requirement prioritization 

In the table below, connected tools and responsibilities are listed. 

Tools and methods Responsibilities WP/Task responsible 

Requirement databases (users’ 

communities and founders and 

other stakeholders) 

Collect requirements from users, 

resource providers and EOSC 

coordinating and contributing 

projects to continuously improve 

the EOSC Portal value proposition 

via a structured and inclusive 

stakeholder engagement 

strategy. 

WP 1, 2, 5 

Analyse requirements from users, 

resource providers and EOSC 

coordinating and contributing 

projects to continuously improve 

the EOSC Portal value proposition 

via a structured and inclusive 

stakeholder engagement strategy  

Priorities requirements from 

users, resource providers and 

EOSC coordinating and 

contributing projects to 

continuously improve the EOSC 

Portal value proposition via a 

structured and inclusive 

stakeholder engagement strategy  

 

2.2 Conceptualization 
The Conceptualization stage recognises 2 relevant processes. 

2.2.1 Research and analysis 
Research and analysis process includes 3 sub-processes that should run in parallel: 

o Usability Bug Review 

o User Data Analysis 

o User Behaviour / Feedback Analysis  
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Tools and methods Responsibilities WP/Task responsible 

Issue tracker 

Collect information about 

potential product issues and 

boundaries  

Task 4.1 

Analytics tools: Google 

Analytics, Motomo Analytics, 

Hotjar 

Collect all user related 

information based on 

quantitative data in order to 

define UX modelling artefacts and 

draft feature abstracts  

IDI (Individual In-depth 

Interviews, FGI (focus groups), 

surveys and tools like HotJar, 

helpdesk 

Collect all user related 

information based on qualitative 

data in order to define user 

behaviour models for the use in 

the UX modelling artefacts and 

feature abstracts  

 

2.2.2 UX modelling artefacts maintenance 
 

Tools and methods Responsibilities WP/Task responsible 

User Stories 

Identify information about core 

user stories for the user personas 

in order to create the User 

Journey Map. 

Task 4.1 

User Journey Map 

Collect information used in 

visualizing the process persona 

goes through in order to 

accomplish their goals. It is used 

for understanding and addressing 

the person’s needs and pain 

points. 

User Personas 

Identify target groups, and collect 

knowledge about their 

representatives in order to 

impersonate users while 

designing solutions for the portal. 

Card Sorting 

Define an information 

architecture, workflow, menu 

structure or website navigation 

paths. 
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2.3 Delivery 
The Delivery stage recognises 2 relevant processes. 

2.3.1 Concept design 
The Concept design process identifies 3 cascade sub-process: 

o Visualisation 

o Prototyping 

o Design concept validation 

Tools and methods Responsibilities WP/Task responsible 

Mock-ups (graphical previews) 
Creating visual graphic concepts 

to review User Interface usability. 

Task 4.2, 4.3 

Prototypes, Wireframes 

Capturing identified feature 

abstracts and modes of use in a 

form of prototypes used in the 

process of a user-based testing 

and design concept validation. 

User Tests 

Present the design concepts to 

the valid stakeholders for 

validation and further design 

improvement need identification 

 

2.3.2 Implementation 
The Concept design process identifies 3 cascade sub-process: 

o Architecture design / coding 

o Acceptance criteria validation 

o Release and deployment 

Tools and methods Responsibilities WP/Task responsible 

Development team 

Coordination of the 

aforementioned implementation 

of requirements aimed at 

producing a software increment. 

Task 4.2, 4.3 

Feature review, QA team 

Testing of each software 

increment in order to ensure 

correctness of implementation, 

and verifying whether the 

expected result has been 

achieved through 

implementation. 
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DevOps team 

Software integration process 

focused on product increment 

delivery. 

2.4 Summary 
After the delivery of the UX process map for the EOSC Portal, the main goal was to use it for the following 

two tasks: 

● Analysis of the high-level requirements for EOSC Portal and workflows derived from the analysis, 

ranked according to the importance for the users 

● Translate those requirements into operational models 

At the same time, it was crucial to, based on the experience gained during its implementation, verify the 

process' assumptions and structure, and eventually enhance it if necessary. 

The next 3 chapters focus on artefacts produced or activities conducted with a reference to the 

implementation of the UX process map in EOSC Enhance WP4 work performed over the last 14 months. It 

will also present the changes introduced to the process itself. Every update in the UX process entered it 

naturally, as a result of an everyday routine performed in WP4. 
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3 Discovery stage in practice 

 

Figure 2. Discovery stage diagram 

As listed in the previous chapter, the Discovery stage in EOSC Enhance consists of two processes. First of 

them, State-of-play analysis, was an activity conducted during the first months of the project and its results 

were presented in D4.1. One of its major outcomes was the creation of the first set of UX Modelling Artefacts 

ready to be picked up and developed further (in the Conceptualisation stage). 

The second process: Requirement gathering and structuring is an iterative process managed by the 

cooperation of WP1, WP2 and WP5.  

3.1 Requirement gathering and structuring process enhancements 
To be able to identify the needs of EOSC users, the EOSC Enhance project has initiated the requirements 

gathering activities. The purpose of the requirements gathering activities is to collect, analyse and prioritize 

functional and non - functional requirements from users, providers and European Open Science Cloud 

implementation projects to improve the EOSC Portal functionalities and value proposition continuously, 

reveal insights on the needs of future EOSC users and increase the EOSC user base by guiding 

implementations.  

The first EOSC Portal Functional and Non - Functional Requirements document has been released 

in March 2020 including a set of requirements to be further analysed.  Since then, the project has established 

a dedicated, iterative approach to gather, analyse and prioritize the requirements relevant for the project 

and the EOSC Portal in particular. The project’s deliverables D5.2 EOSC Portal Requirements 1 and D5.3 EOSC 

Portal Requirements (update) describe in detail the requirement gathering process itself along with its 

outcomes. The most important outcome is EOSC Portal New Requirements Database managed on a daily 

basis. The requirements reported in Annex 1 are only a subset of that database and a snapshot of it 

(showcasing how the database is structured and maintained), combined with requirements from other EOSC 

Projects, that are relevant to the User Component and are being processed in the UX verification and design 

process in WP4. 

 
1
 https://eosc-portal.eu/sites/default/files/D5.2%20EOSC%20Portal%20requirements%20v1.0%20FINAL.pdf  

https://eosc-portal.eu/sites/default/files/D5.2%20EOSC%20Portal%20requirements%20v1.0%20FINAL.pdf
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Requirements for the User Component initially analysed in the scope of Requirement Gathering taskforce in 

EOSC Enhance, when accepted, are recognized in the UX process in WP4. After several iterations, 2 

conclusions became apparent and were needed to be introduced. 

Need for a more mature and informative requirement template 

The information included in the requirements collected at the beginning very often did not support the 

Research and Analysis process employed to find solutions supporting EOSC Portal user needs. For that reason, 

a dedicated requirement template was developed and added to the process. 

ID Identifier of the requirement 

Channel How did the requirement enter the project: E-mail, 

Survey, JIRA etc. 

Title Short description of the proposed requirement 

Problem to be solved / User need What problem is the user trying to solve? What 

does the user need and want? What will the user 

achieve when the requirement is met? 

Related use cases, real life scenarios Example: I’m a climate scientist. I’m looking for a 

specific set of data from Africa about the temp 

distribution in Kenya. I have no idea where to find 

such data and I NEED IT BADLY 

Where did the user find the problem / expect 

solutions to be found? 

A link, picture, place in the Portal etc. 

User importance factor Prioritization assigned by the user:  Not important, 

Important, Crucial 

Known constraints and considerations (provided 

by user) 

Rules and limitations (e.g., time, resource, funding) 

that may dictate how the requirement is carried 

out. 

Affected User group(s) Who will benefit from the result of the 

implementation? (user perspective) To be chosen 

from EOSC Portal User Types. 

Author(s) Who proposed the requirement? 

Contact Point Who should be contacted to provide the details/ 

verify results? Name, e-mail, project, position 

provided in Hidden sheet (evaluable to some group) 

 

Structuring process for WP4-related development 

To better manage the requirements in the UX process and be able to identify functional connections between 

them, the requirements need adequate information structuring. This allows to compose or add them into a 

bigger structure: the UX Case that is further processed in the Conceptualisation and the Design stage. 
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Id Identifier of the requirement 

Title Short description of the proposed requirement 

Affected functional components Part of the (whole) EOSC Portal (searching, 

ordering, Backoffice, offers, provider view etc.) 

affected by the desired requirement. From the 

functional component list. 

Affected operational processes Onboarding, order management etc. 

Affected technical components Where applicable. From the technical components 

list. 

Prioritization Assigned by the UX team prioritization: critical, 

desirable or optional. 

Other known constraints and considerations Rules and limitations (e.g., time, resource, funding) 

that may dictate how the requirement is carried 

out. 

Identified affected user types Chosen from the EOSC Portal User types. 

Other stakeholders involved Who will also be affected / take part in the process 

defined by the desired functionality/ requirement? 

(other tools / integrated services etc.) 

 

It concluded that the Requirement gathering and structuring process requires 4 sub-processes to efficiently 

handle the requirements and is more efficient when defining a Requirement template.  

3.2 Final shape of the Discovery stage 
Figure 3. presents the multi-dimensional high-level summary of the iterative part of Discovery stage. 

The requirement database, which is the main output from it, helps to identify the needs of EOSC Portal users. 

In order to transform them into technical requirements for the developers’ team, gathered requirements 

need to undergo an UX analysis and enter a design process. The steps connected will be presented in the 

next sections of this deliverable. 
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Figure 3. Discovery stage in practice 

3.3 Possible directions of the EOSC Portal Evolution 
Requirement gathering, structuring and analysis allowed not only to shape and maintain a Requirement 

Database, but also to drive new long-term actions for Portal’s evolution. As shown in Figure 3, sometimes 

the requirement/insight/feedback is labelled as ‘Not recognised as a valid requirement”. There are a number 

of reasons to trigger that action: the requirement submitted is not aware of other circumstances, which 

makes it invalid; the requirement does not align with a worked-out vision etc. There is also one specific case 

when the received insight is not marked as a recognised requirement: when it is too general, applies to the 

system as a whole and touches the vision of the product itself.  

When using the EOSC Portal UX design process in real-life scenarios, a dedicated category was created for 

requirements falling under the description above and was labelled as Possible directions of the EOSC Portal 

Evolution. Some of the elements were already handed over to the EOSC Future2 project as they align with its 

mission and scope. 

The current list is presented in Annex 2. 

 
2
 https://eoscfuture.eu/  

https://eoscfuture.eu/
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4 Conceptualization stage in practice 

 

Figure 4. Conceptualization stage diagram 

At its first shape, the Conceptualisation stage defined a coarse-grained version of the processes and artefacts 

involved. After the analysis of the first requirements, it became imminent that the definition of the 

Conceptualisation stage needs to be broadened. 

The first step was to specify how to analyse high-level requirements for EOSC Portal in a unified manner on 

a daily basis, using the processes and tools. As a result, the following procedure has emerged: 

1. Shape up the list of topics for development - define UX Cases 

2. Prioritize the topics for further analysis and development (with a use of the priority matrix if possible) 

3. Research and analysis process  

● Topic definition  

● Analysis of existing functionality 

● Comment and feature request analysis related to chosen topic 

● Analysis of existing data from Portal  

● Data Analysis using HotJar, Google Analytics, Matomo.  

● Identify target group and review the UX modelling artefacts (User Journey Map, Personas) in 

order to impersonate users while designing solutions for the portal 

4. Prepare solution proposal 
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5. Based on proposal create visual graphic concepts design and implementation prototypes 

6. During different level of implementation (mock-up validation, surveys, prototyping, user testing, beta 

tests) collect user / stakeholder feedback and other information to verify the assumptions and 

accomplishments of user goals  

7. Update user experience modelling artefacts 

Since its definition, this approach became an integrated part in the Conceptualisation stage. 

4.1 Requirements and data collection tools and methods in WP5 – missing 

link in Research and analysis process 
Quoting the D5.2 and D5.3 findings, in the scope of WP5, the following feedback and data gathering processes 

take place 

● Hotjar platform: In the summer of 2020, in collaboration with EOSC-hub, a new feedback mechanism 

for viewers of the eosc-portal.eu content component was implemented. Hotjar allows the EOSC 

Enhance team to receive quick feedback about specific pages, with 1-5 ratings as well as user 

comments. 

● Matomo Analytics 

● Google Analytics 

● User surveys: Online surveys addressed to users have been created as Web forms. The answers 

completed over the Internet will be collected and stored in a database and analysed using statistical 

software to provide analytics. 

● Onboarding Team: The EOSC Portal Onboarding Team (EPOT) has also been directly gathering 

requirements from the service provider community. More details about this specific channel can be 

found in D1.5 Feedback on Portal Release 1 and subsequent requirements.  

● Q&As and polls: This activity can be performed either in the context of a workshop or on its own, by 

using interactive tools such as whiteboards or mind-mapping software. 

This fact was a reason to start including the data collected in WP5 in the Research and analysis process 

without relying only on the data gathered in WP4. This improved the quality and diversity of the data 

gathered significantly. 

4.2 EOSC Portal User Persona and User Journey activity 
Starting in April 2021, Task 4.1 started a new activity aimed at collecting data necessary to define EOSC Portal 

user personas per identified EOSC Portal user type, per EOSC stakeholder. This should allow to reach all 

relevant user groups when analysing or verifying existing and new functions of the Portal. In addition, for 

each persona at least one user journey should be recognised and specified, in order to shape an overall vision 

of the Portal’s capabilities.  

Another goal was to form an updated EOSC Portal User Typology that suits best current understanding of 

what the EOSC (Portal) should be and depicts what are the distinct groups of users that have different goals 
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that might be fulfilled in the Portal (or same goals but its fulfilment requires different UX design). A typology 

that will be useful in understanding and designing a user experience that will support the needs and reflects 

the European research reality. 

In July 2021, 4 use cases (stakeholders) were analysed and, based on the feedback gathered, the first sets of 

EOSC Portal User Personas and User Journeys were delivered. 

The activity remains to be continued until the end of the EOSC Enhance project to gather data on all use cases 

planned in its scope. 

The activity, including also a recent collaboration with the EOSC Future project (Task 5.1 EOSC Front-Office 

Requirement Analysis and WP10 Outreach & RDA), resulted in an updated version of the EOSC Portal User 

Typology (see: 4.3.1 section). 

Full documentation of the activity is available in the EOSC Enhance wiki.3 

4.2.1 Description 
This activity aims at collecting defined Personas per identified EOSC Portal user type, per EOSC 

stakeholder. For each persona, at least one user journey should be recognised and specified. This will serve 

to understand the real needs of EOSC stakeholders and verify the EOSC Portal vision and functional 

assumptions. 

Recipient scope 

Activity will be coordinated by two WPs: WP4 and WP5. WP4 will conduct and oversee this activity among 

EOSC Enhance Partners whereas WP5, due to its stakeholder engagement, will deliver results from a broader 

EOSC audience. 

EOSC-Enhance partners: 

● EGI 

● EUDAT  

● GÉANT 

● OpenAIRE 

● UNIMAN 

● CESSDA as a representative for SSHOC ESFRI Cluster 

● CNRS-LAPP as representatives for ESCAPE ESFRI Cluster 

● EMBL-ELIXIR as a representative for EOSC LIFE ESFRI Cluster  

● ICOS as a representative for ENVRI-FAIR ESFRI Cluster 

● ILL as a representative for PANOSC ESFRI Cluster 

Outside EOSC-Enhance: 

 
3
 https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/EOSC+Persona+and+user+journey+activity+-+summary 
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TBD by WP5. Candidates: 

● Projects funded under INFRAEOSC-05-2018-2019  (b) call of Horizon 20204 

● Projects funded under INFRAEOSC-07-2020 call of Horizon 20205 

Functional scope 

The main focus in user journey mapping will be aimed at the user-facing part of the EOSC Portal, however 

when defining goals, needs and other aspects for user personas it would be beneficial to include EOSC Portal 

as a whole. 

Assumptions 

1. At the beginning of the activity, EOSC Portal user types equal EOSC Resource target groups. 

2. Each: EOSC project / research community / research (e-)infrastructure / research institute / etc. is 

perceived as an EOSC stakeholder. 

3. EOSC stakeholders might vary a lot in their needs, expectations, ways of supporting European 

science, thus it is assumed that one user persona per EOSC Portal user type will not capture existing 

diversity. This activity will try a different approach: producing a persona for every user type existing 

in a given EOSC stakeholder reality. 

4. Each EOSC stakeholder has representatives of more than one EOSC Portal user type. 

5. During user persona definition per EOSC Portal user type (conducted by a given stakeholder) it might 

be concluded that one persona describes multiple user types. 

6. General research-related goals of the persona will be transformed into needs possible to fulfil in 

EOSC Portal. 

7. Not every goal will be possible to undergo such transformation but it's crucial to identify as many 

research-related goals as possible. 

8. User journeys will be helpful to understand how each user type might interact with the Portal and 

what the user can/need to do to fulfil his needs 

9. It is possible that every persona's needs will require separate user journeys. 

10. A list of all existing EOSC Portal user types (stakeholder scope) from every stakeholder is expected to 

reach activity goal  

11. At least one persona defined per stakeholder is expected to reach activity goal 

12. At least one user journey is expected per user persona to reach activity goal 

13. The workshops will be recorded for the sake of future analysis (upon the stakeholder's consent) 

 
4 

https://cordis.europa.eu/search?q=contenttype%3D%27project%27%20AND%20programme%2Fcode%3D%27INFRA

EOSC-05-2018-2019%27&p=1&num=10&srt=/project/contentUpdateDate:decreasing 
5 

https://cordis.europa.eu/search?q=contenttype%3D%27project%27%20AND%20programme%2Fcode%3D%27INFRA

EOSC-07-2020%27&p=1&num=10&srt=%2Fproject%2FcontentUpdateDate:decreasing 
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Results 

For each stakeholder a dedicated space was created to collect all relevant information. A template for the 

results page is presented in Annex 3.  

4.2.2 Artefacts involved 
To understand the real needs of EOSC stakeholders, verify the EOSC Portal vision and assumptions and, as a 

result, be able to fulfil the goal of the activity, main artefacts involved are the user personas and User 

Journeys. To gather feedback and create use-case related personas and user journeys, EOSC Portal User 

Persona Card (template) and EOSC Portal User Journey Card (template) were used. 

4.2.2.1 User Persona Card 

A persona is depicted as a specific person but is not a real individual; rather, it is synthesised from 

observations of many people. Each persona represents a significant portion of people in the real world and 

enables the designer to focus on a manageable and memorable cast of characters, instead of focusing on 

thousands of individuals. 

Why do we need it? 

A deep understanding of a target audience is fundamental for creating EOSC Portal. Personas help a product 

team find the answer to one of their most important questions, “Whom are we designing for?” By 

understanding the expectations, concerns and motivations of target users, it’s possible to design a product 

that will satisfy users’ needs and therefore be successful. 

NAME Demographics and personal information 

Personal information like name, age, occupation should include popular, 

typical information about EOSC Portal user type group e.g.(provider, 

researcher etc.). 

The professional background includes details such as work experience, 

typical ways of conduct (actions and responsibilities on a daily basis) , user 

environment. The user environment represents the physical, social, and 

technological context of the user. This section is used to answer questions 

like: What technological devices do users have access to? Do they spend 

most of their time in a corporate office or a home office? And how often do 

they collaborate with others? 

AGE 

OCCUPATION 

LOCATION 

PROFESSIONAL 

BACKGROUND 

/SHORT PROFILE 

EXPERTISE This section extends the professional background information but contains 

specific, EOSC-relevant questions. 

● What is the level of knowledge about EOSC (Newcomer) - (Accustomed user)  

● What is the level of technical knowledge e.g. Programming, System 

administration (Little)-(Expert)  

● What is the level of knowledge about scientific domain expertise? (Little)-

(Expert) 

● What is the level of management skills? (Little)-(Expert) 

● What is the level of (EOSC-related) policy awareness? (Little)-(Expert) 
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MOTIVATIONS What inspires your persona to take the action? Is the persona motivated 

more by anxiety or personal growth? Possibility of achievement, feeling of 

responsibility, curiosity,  ... ? 

PERSONAL GOALS What is important for your persona outside the office? 

GOALS What are your persona’s goals in their profession? 

NEEDS Rethink about your persona’s goals and write as a need expecting from EOSC 

Portal. Having a list of needs, try to prioritise them. 

SERVED BY* This is an EOSC-Portal specific, non-mandatory exercise. However, trying to 

fill this field in (per persona's need) will bring significant added value. 

Think and write down how your persona’s needs could be realised in EOSC 

Portal. 

USER'S VOICE This section adds some insight specific to the EOSC Portal (if applicable) 

● What is the attitude towards EOSC Portal? 

● Where does the interest in EOSC Portal come from?  

● What matters most among EOSC Portal available functionalities? 

4.2.2.2 User Journey Map 
User journey map is a visualisation of an individual’s relationships with a product over time and across 

different channels. While user journey maps come in all shapes and formats, commonly it’s represented as a 

timeline of all touchpoints between a user and a product. This timeline contains information about all 

channels that users use to interact with a product, their challenges, behaviour and problems with possible 

solutions. 

Why do we need it? 

It helps to better understand user needs and expectations in specific cases, create more efficient and 

effective customer journeys and, in the end, improve the product in the way its users expect it. 
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User persona it relates to (No.): 

Goals of the persona it tries to fulfil: 

STEPS General, not Portal-related. Steps that 

the Persona needs to perform in EOSC 

Portal to reach the goal(s). Every step 

is divided into smaller parts 

(categories) where several questions 

need to be answered. 

Step 

1 

Step 

2 

Step 

3 

Step 

4 

Step 

5 

THINKING AND 

MOTIVATIONS 

What are the thoughts of the Persona 

at a certain Step? What makes 

him/her perform that way? 

     

POINTS OF CONTACT Where, if any, (in the User Interface) 

and how (by doing what exactly) does 

the Persona interact with the Portal? 

  

 

  

 

 

(RELEVANT) FEELING Assess in the scale 1-10 Persona's 

feeling on: 

1. Enjoyability 

2. Relevance of EOSC Portal 

3. Helpfulness of EOSC Portal 

     

PAIN POINTS What is especially painful for the 

Persona while taking this step? 

     

KEY INSIGHTS & 

OPPORTUNITIES 

How we could avoid, solve or minimise 

the potential problem that can 

prevent the Persona from achieving a 

Goal in each Step?  How can the user 

journey be improved at this step? 

     

4.2.3 EOSC Persona survey 
From 26 April to 13 May 2021, in collaboration with WP5, in order to collect useful feedback from the EOSC 

community and let them share their insights and requirements towards the EOSC Portal, the EOSC Portal 

user survey has been organised. Detailed information and overall analysis are presented in D5.3. 

The main goal of the survey was to gain a more comprehensive understanding about the people who are 

currently using the EOSC Portal and the Marketplace; who they are, what their role in EOSC can be, and, most 

importantly, what they need in their everyday (research) activities. Annex 4 presents the survey content 

prepared together with WP5. 

Part of the survey was designed with the intention to support EOSC Portal User Persona and User Journey 

activity so as to collect data ready to be processed and refine the EOSC Portal User Personas (depending on 

the user type that the responder will claim to be). The dedicated section consisted of 10 open questions that 

allowed users to respond in detail about their research domain, which tools they use in their everyday 

routine, their professional goals, and which functionalities they appreciated the most and the least in the 
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EOSC Portal. Here users could also express their willingness to be specifically contacted to support the work 

in EOSC Enhance WP4 towards the definition of user personas. 

This activity served as a trigger to deliver a dedicated EOSC Persona survey (Annex 5), which can be now 

reused for the sake of polishing and maintenance of EOSC Portal User Personas (built on the real EOSC users’ 

feedback). 

4.2.4 Analysis and results 
Based on the workshops already conducted (EUDAT, GÉANT, SSHOC, ESCAPE), the following conclusions 

have been drawn: 

● The community / Provider, which is mature in terms of resource delivery and has its own well-

established customer or user-oriented environment, sees no need to integrate with EOSC 

● The provider's maturity might imply that users will prefer to order and use its services directly from 

the provider’s site. 

● There are EOSC communities open to what EOSC proposes. 

● To convince the unconvinced you need to deliver value to the end-users. 

● There is a necessity to contact end-users using solutions provided by communities / providers. 

● Difficulty in adjusting 16 target groups. There is a need for a new EOSC (Portal) user typology that 

will take from both EOSC actors and currently used EOSC Portal target groups. 

4.2.4.1 WP4-related analysis of the EOSC Portal User Survey 

Type Internet survey 

Goal Opinion gathering about EOSC Portal 

Prepared 

by 

Trust-IT Services and Cyfronet 

Survey 

data 

https://repository.eosc-portal.eu/index.php/s/4mwCWpRyQagsLKH  

Comments The users were not divided based on maturity and technical level. 

The survey includes problems/solutions connected with basic functionalities or product 

attractivity. 

https://repository.eosc-portal.eu/index.php/s/4mwCWpRyQagsLKH
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The survey received a total of 46 valid responses, 10 of which also included answers to the optional part. 

Below there is an overview of the respondent types, based on the EOSC actor profiles identified by the EOSC 

Skills & Training Working Group. 6 

Analysis  

● 46 respondents, 20 of them declared they are not involved in EOSC Projects 

● 21 respondents gave emails for further contact/cooperation/tests etc. 

Respondents not involved in EOSC projects (20 responders): 

● 5 good, 5 neutral, 7 bad opinions 

o Bad: 

▪ The platform is not offering anything that I need 

▪ Many services are only leaflets/cards. No commercial solutions available 

▪ Missing links to EOSC communities and infrastructures (ESFR, ERICS) 

▪ Too much chaotic information from the new user perspective  

▪ It is only a catalogue 

 
6
 https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/news-opinion/digital-skills-fair-open-science-report-eosc-skills-training-working-

group 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 5. Types of users who have undertaken the survey 

https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/news-opinion/digital-skills-fair-open-science-report-eosc-skills-training-working-group
https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/news-opinion/digital-skills-fair-open-science-report-eosc-skills-training-working-group
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o Neutral: 

▪ Basic functionalities are ok 

▪ The right amount of information 

▪ Many resources are offered, but it is difficult to use them. 

o Good: 

▪ Efficient communication and explanation of the differences between scientific 

domains 

▪ Portal is intuitive and easy to use 

▪ Useful tool, should be more widespread between the users 

● Users found out about the Portal from: 

▪ EOSC-related events 

▪ Others EOSC Portal users 

▪ Websites connected with EOSC 

Respondents involved into EOSC (26 responders): 

▪ In survey opinion, users delivered solutions or ideas about the portal 

▪ Portal is too superficial in resources delivering (only links to providers) 

▪ A lot of information, difficulties with finding resources 

▪ No possibility to search data 

▪ The search engine does not return interesting information 

Conclusions 

Users expect something more than what the Portal offers at the moment. The most common problems 

among all users are: 

▪ Too much information and it’s difficult to navigate between them 

▪ The search engine does not return expected results 

▪ Data sets are not findable 

▪ Users cannot use the services via the Portal 

Despite the problems, users find interesting information (basic), especially regarding scientific domains. They 

are waiting for further development. 
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4.3 UX modelling artefacts and product documentation 
When defining the EOSC Portal UX design process, 4 UX artefacts have been chosen to support the 

proper planning and development: 

● User Personas 

● User Stories 

● User Journey Maps 

● Card sorting 

In practice, this list proved to be insufficient and to satisfactorily serve the EOSC Portal User 

Component development, it was extended with new elements. In the end, the EOSC Portal UX 

design process is supported with artefacts presented in the next subsections. 

4.3.1 EOSC Portal UC user typology 
One of the basic artefacts which allows to properly understand target user groups and is used when analysing 

new requirements or defining personas and user journeys for EOSC Portal. 

The current definition is based on: 

● EOSC actors7    

● EOSC Portal resource target users8  

● EOSC Portal Persona Workshops outcomes9 

● Cooperation with EOSC Future 

The EOSC Portal user typology recognises 3 main user groups interested in EOSC Portal: 

● Consumers 

● Providers 

● Facilitators 

The most complex group are the Consumers who can derive from the research or non-research environment. 

When analysing the main group of interest of the EOSC Portal User Component - the Researchers, one of the 

main conclusions was to understand that there are different ways to categorise this group. Each of them can 

and should serve different angles of requirement analysis and the UX design process. 

● Researchers form structures diverse in complexity. The categories defined within the structure 

diversity dimension are often correlated with the types of workflows relevant in Portal’s operations 

 
7
 https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/news-opinion/digital-skills-fair-open-science-report-eosc-skills-training-working-

group 
8
 EOSC Resource Profile#ResourceTargetUsers 

9
 https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/EOSC+Persona+and+user+journey+activity+-+summary  

https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/news-opinion/digital-skills-fair-open-science-report-eosc-skills-training-working-group
https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/news-opinion/digital-skills-fair-open-science-report-eosc-skills-training-working-group
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/EOSC+Resource+Profile#EOSCResourceProfile-ResourceTargetUsers
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/EOSC+Persona+and+user+journey+activity+-+summary
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(like resource ordering, resource access) and bring different types of policy rules that will shape the 

operations and Portal itself. 

● Requirements toward the Portal will differ depending on the scientific discipline the user is involved 

with. It was concluded that there is a connection between the scientific discipline and resource types 

of interest and, most importantly, workflows they (resources) create to properly support the 

research in a given scientific discipline 

● The level of seniority is another aspect which is relevant when describing the EOSC Portal user type 

The current EOSC Portal user typology is presented in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 6. EOSC Portal user typology 

 

4.3.2 EOSC Portal Sitemap 
It helps in understanding EOSC Portal complexity, its content and the goals it serves. The sitemap maintained 

in the scope of WP4 covers EOSC Portal’s info pages and Marketplace component. 

Due to the sitemap’s structure, the visualisation provided in Annex 6 might be insufficient. For better 

resolution and clarity, please refer to its source.10 

4.3.3 Marketplace user flows 
This artefact documents the user workflows implemented in the EOSC Portal Marketplace. Aimed at keeping 

track of the system's complexity and processes it implements. 

 
10

https://app.flowmapp.com/share/05dcc07a023710651af4fc7b2a29a567/sitemap/  

https://app.flowmapp.com/share/05dcc07a023710651af4fc7b2a29a567/sitemap/
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When defining the user flows for the Marketplace as a whole, 4 main functional areas have emerged which 

were the germ for EOSC Portal functional components artefact.  

● Resource browsing and filtering 

● User Profile 

● Resource Access Mechanisms (initially defined as Resource Ordering) 

● User Marketplace Projects (User projects) 

The identified workflows are presented in Annex 7. 

4.3.4 EOSC Portal UC functional components 
Lists main functionalities implemented in the EOSC Portal User Component and defines their goals from the 

user perspective. 

● EOSC information (I want to broaden my knowledge about EOSC and want to know what is going on 

in EOSC) 

● EOSC Resource discovery (search and filtering mechanisms, if I am not sure about what can be 

relevant to me in EOSC)  

● EOSC Resource / EOSC Provider information (I am interested in specific information about EOSC 

resources and providers) 

● Resource access (I want to be able to use the resources I found via EOSC Marketplace) 

● Resource access - provisioning (my use case(s) will require specific technical configuration and I need 

support in setting up the infrastructure) 

● Service / Resource on-demand access - (I would be interested in service / resource provisioning on 

demand) 

● User Space - Profile (I want to tell EOSC who I am in order to be offered tailored resources) 

● User Space - Resources / MP projects (I want to organise EOSC resources of interest in a dedicated 

space / project and gain use-case specific user support) 

● User feedback mechanism (I am interested in co-creating EOSC) 

4.3.5 EOSC Portal Marketplace User stories 
User stories describe the user experience for a defined user type and support product planning and delivery 

in UX methodologies.  

Annex 8 provides an updated list of EOSC Portal Marketplace user stories. The user stories database was 

extended with new elements to better serve user stories purposes. The added extensions: 

● Connected user types 

● Connected functional components 

● Connected technical components 
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Due to the fact that the EOSC Portal typology and EOSC Portal functional components list were updated 

recently, there is an ongoing activity aimed at adjusting the EOSC Portal Marketplace User Story Database to 

the new versions of the aforementioned artefacts. 

4.3.6 EOSC Portal Personas 
The current set of EOSC Portal user personas is presented in Annex 9 and was developed based on the 

outcomes from the EOSC Portal Persona and User Journey workshops carried out so far. 

The personas need to adjust the underpinned EOSC Portal user types to the newest version of the EOSC 

Portal UC user typology. 

4.3.7 EOSC Portal User Journeys 
The current set is presented in Annex 10 and was developed based on the outcomes from the EOSC Portal 

Persona and User Journey workshops carried out so far. 
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5 Delivery stage in practice and new EOSC Portal functionalities 

towards end-users 

 

Figure 7. Delivery stage diagram 

This chapter provides an overview of the enhancements implemented in the EOSC Portal User Component 

which were introduced with the use of the EOSC Portal UX process. 

The list presented does not cover all enhancements introduced, but those that were assessed as the ones 

bringing the biggest impact factor. 

The documentation of the conducted UX activities and tools used for the sake of the listed enhancements 

delivery, as part of the UX design and UX verification process, is presented in the annexes of this deliverable. 

5.1 Problem analysis template 
To efficiently analyse and design new functionality, teams involved in the problem analysis and solution 

design activities have worked out a general-purpose, in the scope of the Delivery stage, Problem Analysis 

Template.  

Elements of the template are as follows: 

Phase 1 

● Topic definition 

● List of Relevant requirements  

● List of Relevant non-functional requirements   

● Problem statement 

● Recognised functional components affected (from a list of functional components)  

● Relevant documentation  

● Comparable solutions  

● Remarks (brainstorming)  

● Additional Questions to ask the Portal users  
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Phase 2  

● Identified Business value  

● Identified first objectives  

● Data analysis 

● Related features 

● Solution proposal 

● Minimal viable product definition 

● Graphical design proposals 

● Other related ideas 

When approaching a given ‘problem’, the template might need to be accommodated depending on the 

problem nature and details. However, the presented template was a starting point to all analyses conducted. 

The following sections list and will briefly present the major functionalities implemented with the use of the 

EOSC Portal UX design process and UX verification process, whereas the detailed documentation of the 

processes conducted for each of the functionalities introduced are presented in Annexes 11 – 14. 

5.2 Functionality: User Profile 
A dedicated user space to manage the EOSC Portal user profile (edit, delete, subscribe for email 

notifications).   

 

Figure 8. User profile dashboard in EOSC Portal Marketplace. 
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5.3 Functionality: Resource Presentation Page 
Adaptation of the Resource Presentation Page due to the introduction of the Resource Profile v3.0 in EOSC 

Portal. Main aspects of the implementation: 

● Resource details page is the main information space collecting service metadata   

● Information about research areas, providers, target groups, documentation and contact pages or 

addresses, service geographical availability, Service Level Agreement descriptions, Technology 

Readiness Level etc.  

● Presentation of the resource offering - possibility to match one of the available offerings with a use 

case 

● About and Details section  

● Possibility to ask a question about the resource regardless of the intent to access the resource  

● A place for accessing the resource 

 

Figure 9. EOSC Portal Marketplace Resource Presentation Page - main tab 
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5.4 Functionality: Provider Presentation Page 
To provide better visibility for the EOSC Providers, a Provider Presentation Page has been designed and 

introduced to the Portal, implementing the EOSC Provider Profile. Main aspects of the implementation: 

● User-oriented information about EOSC Providers available in the Portal 

● General information about provider, provider’s location, supported scientific disciplines, main 

contacts, provider’s coverage, certificates, affiliations, supported ESFRI Types and Domains, links to 

other multimedia materials, etc. 

● Listing all resources offered by the Provider 

● List of newly added resources 

● Available from the resource list, resource view and providers’ list 

 

Figure 10. An example of the Provider Presentation Page - main tab 
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5.5 Functionality: EOSC Portal Recommendation System 
A functionality identified as needed in the problem analysis for the User Profile. It implements a user-info 

based recommendation system for EOSC Portal and UI for the EOSC Portal users. Main aspects of the 

implementation: 

● Dedicated sophisticated recommender system to support the UI 

● EOSC Enhance recommender system as a possible starting point for EOSC Future T5.4. Presentation 

of the recommender system is available in the Google presentation. 11  

● Resource recommendations (Suggested) available to non-logged and logged users 

● Underpinned A/B testing mechanism 

 

Figure 11. The recommender system architecture. 

 

 
11

https://repository.eosc-portal.eu/index.php/s/4mwCWpRyQagsLKH  

https://repository.eosc-portal.eu/index.php/s/4mwCWpRyQagsLKH
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Figure 12. One of the designed UIs for the resource recommendations. 

5.6 Other functionalities 
This section provides a short presentation of other significant functionalities introduced during the last 14 

months in the end-user interface. 

5.6.1 Enhanced resource discovery 
Main features: 

● Accesses the EOSC Marketplace by navigating through the main EOSC Portal web page  

● Search bar functionality allows to use sophisticated full-text-search methods to find phrases in 

various services and offer metadata such as title, tagline, provider fields, or offer descriptions 

● Search phrase autocompletion helps to quickly navigate the user straight to the details of the desired 

service 

● Categorisation and several filtering methods can be applied to narrow down the set of search results   

● Matched phrases are highlighted to help in search result analysis 

● Service metadata can be compared by adding service entries to the comparison tray 
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Figure 13. Enhanced search bar functionality. 

 

 

Figure 14. Categorisation and filtering methods 
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Figure 15. Resource comparison 

5.6.2 Improved Resource Access Wizard 
Main features: 

● The main access point for the resource is the resource presentation page 

● Analysis of resource offering and possibility to choose the offer appropriate for the desired use case 

● Depending on the order type of the resource offer, user is given an order type-specific information 

and guided appropriately 

● Support for business and technical configuration allowing resource delivery based on user 

specification  
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Figure 16. Resource offers comparison 

 

 

Figure 17. Access wizard for an order-required resource which ordering procedure is handled by the provider of the resource 
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5.6.3 Favourite resources functionality 
Main features: 

● Dedicated Favourite Resources panel 

● Adding resources available from the catalogue view for logged and unlogged user  

 

Figure 18. Favourite Resources dashboard 

5.6.4 User experience enhancements for providers in the end-user interface 
Main features 

● Possibility to navigate between the MP and the Provider Portal for logged providers 

● Soon-to-come: possibility to edit provider profile from the MP Provider Presentation Page  

 

 

Figure 19. Navigation for the logged provider to manage the resource from the Resource Presentation Page 
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6 UX verification 
When implementing the UX process for EOSC Portal, it became apparent there is a need for a process running 

in parallel. An iterative process focused on rules and means to verify the outcomes of different stages of the 

UX process. One that allows checking if the developed solution satisfies the user needs / solves the given 

problem. Or, in case of an analysis of a sensitive topic, allows us to gain additional data and verification. 

For that reason, the UX verification process has been defined and developed to support the EOSC Portal UX 

process. The connection between the processes manifests itself mostly by the exchange of relevant inputs 

and outputs. 

6.1 Outline and description 
Figure 20 presents the process. 

 

Figure 20. UX verification process 

The presented process defines actors involved, tools used and steps conducted in an iterative manner. 
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6.1.1 Involved actors 
Actors that can contribute to the UX verification process. 

Actor Description 

QA Team Team responsible for facilitating smooth testing procedures 

Project partners People from the EOSC Enhance project relevant to the analysed/tested functionality 

Interest groups People from the outside of the EOSC Enhance project relevant to the 

analysed/tested functionality 

General Public  People who are  already an EOSC Portal users as well as those not familiar with the 

EOSC Portal 

6.1.2 Tools to gather feedback 
Tools identified as relevant and helpful in the scope of the UX verification process. 

Tool Description 

Questionnaires  For example, five-point scale for determining the validity of a given 

information. 

Used testing tools: 

Google Form 

Interviews  Individual in-depth interview where researcher talks with responder about his 

job, services he uses and important information about it. Interview type and 

questions depends on responder target group 

Used  remote research tools: 

● Zoom 

● Skype 

Card sorting  Users combine information into group and named it (depend on objective e.g. 

for new users, write information which helps you to choose service). 

A/B testing  Method of comparing two versions of a web page against each other to 

determine which one performs better. 

Feedback Forms  ● Pop up message with information about new functionality and question if 

you would like to take part in testing it   

● Email notification to introduce users to new features & updates and ask 

them to give feedback   

● Conferences/ Meeting/ Dev Diary: sharing the link with information about 

new functionality and question if you would like to take part in testing  

● Add information to the Social Media with a link to a Questionnaire  

6.1.3 Involved steps 
Consecutive actions to be performed in the scope of the process. 
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Step Description Who can contribute Tools involved 

1 

The process starts with the problem 

definition and creating implementation 

vision for a class of interrelated features 

in the Delivery Stage of the UX Process. 

The work starts when the problem is 

being defined.  

QA team contribution is assumed. 

Project Partners contribution is 

welcome in this process by providing 

feedback for the design 

development.  

 

Card sorting 

Interviews 

2 

It starts with kicking off the design 

process and preparation of the materials 

for user tests. In order to see a wider 

perspective, there is a need to analyse 

the view with the sight of other relevant 

actors and gather feedback from them.  

QA team contribution is assumed. 

Project Partners’ contribution is 

welcome in this process by helping 

with the preparation of content for 

the questionnaires as well as the plan 

of the user test. 

When the plan and the content is 

prepared the test needs to be 

executed by engaging other actors. 

Project Partners may help to engage 

others to take part in the studies.  

Questionnaire 

 

3 

After the feedback is gathered and 

concept verified, the prototype is 

created in order to evaluate a new design 

to enhance precision by system analysts 

and users.  The prototype is shared with 

the development team and the concept 

is translated into code by the 

development team. The new feature is 

released to the testing version that later 

on is verified by the Quality Assurance 

team. 

Beta Release 

Project Partners' contribution is 

assumed. 

Interest groups contribution is 

assumed. 

Quality assurance team contribution 

is welcome in this process by helping 

to verify the Content and that the 

user requirements are met, all bugs 

are raised. 

 

Jira Tickets, E-

mails 

 

4 

The main activity of this step is to 

demonstrate a new feature in action, 

present solutions to timely issues or 

showcase merchandise in entirely new 

ways. 

Feature Release 

General public contribution is 

assumed. 

Project Partners’ contribution is 

welcome in this process by helping 

with the preparation of content for 

the distribution list and sharing the 

link with information about new 

functionality  to engage others to 

take part in the studies. 

Feedback 

Forms, A/B 

testing 

 

5 

Based on the feedback gathered a 

feedback matrix with all the responses is 

created. Requirement database updated 

 
Requirements 
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For the requirement analysis, requirement templates from the Discovery stage are used. The prototyping 

activities included in step no. 3 of the UX verification process are covering the efforts of the prototyping 

activities from the Delivery stage in the UX design process. Such alignment of both processes allows for a 

unified, effective and precise definition of the system being created.  If needed, new updates to the 

developed feature are triggered. 

6.2 EOSC Portal New Requirements verification by different UX methods 
To support the UX verification process, two new tools have been designed with a use of EOSC Portal UX 

design process.  

● EOSC Portal A/B Testing component 

● Feature Highlight component 

A/B testing is the process of testing multiple new designs of a webpage against the original design of that 

page with the goal of determining which design generates more conversions. 

Visitors of EOSC Portal come to achieve a specific goal that they have in mind. They may face some common 

pain points while achieving their goal: it can be confusing browsing or hard to find the service they want to 

have access to. Not being able to achieve their goals leads to bad user experience. Before the introduction 

of a dedicated A/B testing framework, only data gathered through visitor behaviour analysis tools such as 

Heatmaps, Google Analytics and website surveys was used to solve visitors’ pain points.  

With A/B testing introduced, it became possible to test multiple variations of the Marketplace 

element/component based on previously gathered data from the A/B testing tools till we find the best 

possible version. This improves the user experience, making the Portal more useful for its visitors.  

 

Figure 21. A/B testing UI in the Marketplace 
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Feature highlight is a way to demonstrate a new feature in action, present solutions to timely issues or 

showcase resources in entirely new ways.  

Feature highlight is a crucial element when it comes to delivering excellent user experience. It gently guides 

users through compelling and rewarding UX onboarding flows, highlights useful features that users might 

otherwise overlook, and demonstrates how to get the most out of EOSC services and resources.  

Feature highlight framework allows to draw users’ attention to individual features without having to design 

entire onboarding experiences or user flows around explanations of how to use those features.  

 

Figure 22. An example of a Feature Highlight introduction 

Another tool that contributes to the UX verification process so far is the Questionnaire. 

A questionnaire is used to collect data from a list of questions. It’s not used to look for trends, behaviour or 

a bigger picture but to verify a given functionality. A survey is data collection through a set of questions for 

the purposes of statistical analysis. 

Two feature-centric surveys in the scope of UX verification have been organized: 

● Survey for the Resource Presentation Page12  

o Results 13 

● Survey for the User Profile14  

 
12

 https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdpBEwT2fh9dgJYucR4J3jr9LXMB7T8mz3_O-0xTC5PdWygLQ/viewform?fbzx=-

8930947649759330567  
13

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kWiKs7XzVPzLXdSHlEMBlhTdVNIHxT8mplYwLhWvLsA/edit?ts=5f7438ec#slide=id.

p  
14

 https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdo-LKYZ49WHqbYUn__f_ejiaz3Nc9yAYL0tfTlFsXfe3x7CA/viewform  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdpBEwT2fh9dgJYucR4J3jr9LXMB7T8mz3_O-0xTC5PdWygLQ/viewform?fbzx=-8930947649759330567
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdpBEwT2fh9dgJYucR4J3jr9LXMB7T8mz3_O-0xTC5PdWygLQ/viewform?fbzx=-8930947649759330567
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kWiKs7XzVPzLXdSHlEMBlhTdVNIHxT8mplYwLhWvLsA/edit?ts=5f7438ec#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kWiKs7XzVPzLXdSHlEMBlhTdVNIHxT8mplYwLhWvLsA/edit?ts=5f7438ec#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdo-LKYZ49WHqbYUn__f_ejiaz3Nc9yAYL0tfTlFsXfe3x7CA/viewform
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Conclusions 
A key to a successful EOSC Portal is an appropriate understanding of EOSC users and their needs and the 

deployment of a stable functionality that adds value by responding to those needs.  

On the current stage of the project, different UX tools were used and tested on the real and concrete 

scenarios together with its further analyses that lead to improvement of the EOSC Portal in terms of the user 

experience. Some of the results were already implemented to the Production and can be already used in the 

EOSC Portal.   

The main results of the usage of different UX tools will show the most efficient way to gather user 

feedback and further implement them.  

The described UX model will be used on the further stage of the project during verification of new Portal 

requirements that will be gathered during the requirement gathering process.  

The activity of the EOSC Portal User Persona and User journey definition will also continue to gather as much 

data as possible and cover as many EOSC use cases as possible. 

The importance of the results presented in this deliverable is acknowledged by the fact that the methodology 

established and used, and artefacts delivered have been already of interest for the EOSC Future project.  

The main results presented and processed there are:  

● the Requirement Template,  

● adapted EOSC Portal Requirement Gathering process (presented in section) EOSC Portal UX artefacts 

produced,  

● findings from the EOSC Portal User Persona and User Journey activity,  

● EOSC Portal User Typology,  

● UX design and UX verification processes. 
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Annex 1: EOSC Portal New Requirements for the User 

Component 

Statuses: BRAINSTORM DESIGN IN PROGRESS READY FOR IMPLEMENTATION IMPLEMENTED 

Title Tasks Source/Proje
ct  

Link to the 
requirement 

Status  

Add service 
versioning 
functionality 

Service version 
Date of the latest update of 
the service (Name of this 
field: Updated format: date 
dd/mm/yyyy) 

EOSC-hub, 
JA3 

Missing 
Functionality 
UC 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

Add the services 
comparison 
functionality 

We would like to compare the 
services by: 

● service access type 
● places 
● languages 
● service phase 
● providers 
● research area 
● dedicated for 
● category (??) or 

maybe we would like 
to compare the 
services only within 
the given category 

● version 
● tags 

EOSC 
Enhance 

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
Number : UR-
UEUI-10 
 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

Improved search 
engine and 
filtering 
capabilities 

Add the possibility to search 
by the service offers 

EOSC-hub, 
JA3  

Application 
for Effort 
Allocation  

IMPLEMENTED 
 

Unify CSS We have different font in 
every component etc, we 
should harmonise it  

EOSC 
Enhance 

UC and PC 
integration   

IMPLEMENTED 
 

https://confluence.egi.eu/pages/viewpage.action?spaceKey=EOSCPORTAL&title=PC%3A+Degraded+Functionality+from+the+Nov+Migration
https://confluence.egi.eu/pages/viewpage.action?spaceKey=EOSCPORTAL&title=PC%3A+Degraded+Functionality+from+the+Nov+Migration
https://confluence.egi.eu/pages/viewpage.action?spaceKey=EOSCPORTAL&title=PC%3A+Degraded+Functionality+from+the+Nov+Migration
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
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Fix the top menu 
links in Portal 

The top menu items should 
link to the following pages (in 
order): 
Contact Us -> 
https://www.eosc-
portal.eu/contact-us 
Portal Home -> https://eosc-
portal.eu/ 
Catalogue & Marketplace -> 
https://marketplace.eosc-
portal.eu/ 
Providers Dashboard -> 
https://catalogue.eosc-
portal.eu/myServiceProviders 
Fix the font in the top menu 
(font should look like in the 
EOSC Portal big menu) 

EOSC 
Enhance 

UC and PC 
integration  

IMPLEMENTED 

Visualize offering 
of EOSC 
Resources on 
maps [WIP] 

The User can visualize 
offerings of EOSC Resources 
on (interactive) maps on the 
EOSC Portal. 

EOSC 
Enhance 

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
Number :UR-
UEUI-15 

IMPLEMENTED 

Create a 
common testing 
system 

 EOSC 
Enhance 

UC and PC 
integration  

IMPLEMENTED 

Improve 
Provider 
Component 
importer 

We need a mechanism, such 
that Additions\Updates by a 
provider are immediately 
shown in the Catalogue and 
Marketplace portal. 

EOSC 
Enhance 

UC and PC 
integration  

IMPLEMENTED 

Collect statistics 
for providers 
[WIP] 

Unique Visits per Service 
detail page (Matomo API can 
collect) 

EOSC 
Enhance 

UC and PC 
integration  

IMPLEMENTED 
 

A user adds a service as a 
favourite (application 
generated event - JMS can be 
used) 

EOSC 
Enhance 

UC and PC 
integration  
 

IMPLEMENTED 

https://www.eosc-portal.eu/contact-us
https://www.eosc-portal.eu/contact-us
https://eosc-portal.eu/
https://eosc-portal.eu/
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/
https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/
https://catalogue.eosc-portal.eu/myServiceProviders
https://catalogue.eosc-portal.eu/myServiceProviders
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
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Order a service, i.e., a user 
clicks the order page link 
(Matomo API can collect) 

EOSC 
Enhance 

UC and PC 
integration  
 

IMPLEMENTED 

Rating of service , i.e., rating 
mechanism that assigns a 
score (1-5 stars) to a service. 
The event generated contains 
user-serviceId-score-
date(application generated 
event - JMS can be used) 

EOSC 
Enhance 

UC and PC 
integration  
 

IMPLEMENTED 

Collect statistics 
for 
unauthenticated 
users [WIP] 

Total visit counter at the 
service page: The User can 
see the total visits of the 
detailed pages of EOSC 
Resources on the EOSC 
Portal. 

EOSC 
Enhance 

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-UEUI-11 

IMPLEMENTED 

Redirections counters on the 
service page: The User can 
view the number of total 
redirections from the EOSC 
Portal to the EOSC Provider’s 
Resource page. 

EOSC 
Enhance 

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-UEUI-12 
 

IMPLEMENTED 

Orders counter at the 
orderable service page: The 
User can view the number of 
total orders made on the 
EOSC Portal for orderable 
EOSC Resources. 

EOSC 
Enhance 

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-UEUI-13 

IMPLEMENTED 

Analysis and 
implementation 
of OCRE use 
cases and 
requirements 
(accounting, 
ordering, 
vouchers) 

 EOSC-hub  EOSC -HUB  BRAINSTORM 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pGdoMEjdq3QkAJlLkDHiXxQcCXy-B2en2UpDfbQUQA0/edit#heading=h.v86c096leevy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LeXN0wrNPOBuVaeIGE2eXny1PVYSnbqaaLq7izc9nEg/edit
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Enhancements in 
service offer 
attributes - 
structured 
schema, 
relational 
architecture 
reflected in 
filtering and 
search 
capabilities 

 EOSC-hub  EOSC -HUB  IMPLEMENTED 
 

Preparations for 
the MP content 
and graphical 
customisability 

Dedicated Registries will be 
possible in order to present 
the EOSC offer to specific 
Users groups - White Label 
solution 

EOSC-hub  EOSC -HUB ; 
Application 
for Effort 
Allocation 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

Introduction of 
new resource 
types, 
introduction of 
Portal 
adaptations 
needed to 
facilitate them 

 EOSC 
Enhance  

Project 
Proposal  

BRAINSTORM 

Enhanced 
composition of 
resources, 
creating 
dependencies 
between 
resources which 
might be used 
together  

 EOSC 
enhance  

Project 
Proposal  

BRAINSTORM 

Implementation 
of features 
needed to 
support user 
journeys 
differentiated in 
the scope of the 
EOSC customer 
profile  

● Portal Projects shared 
between Portal Users  

● Consultancy as a 
service 

● Bespoke service 
composition and 
integration 

● Works towards 
automation of instant 
service access  

EOSC 
enhance  

Project 
Proposal  

BRAINSTORM 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LeXN0wrNPOBuVaeIGE2eXny1PVYSnbqaaLq7izc9nEg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LeXN0wrNPOBuVaeIGE2eXny1PVYSnbqaaLq7izc9nEg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/187wU2tWr2ArrmhdzuOJaIbeqr_lQmAbjALEMmD7j4-M/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/187wU2tWr2ArrmhdzuOJaIbeqr_lQmAbjALEMmD7j4-M/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/187wU2tWr2ArrmhdzuOJaIbeqr_lQmAbjALEMmD7j4-M/edit
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Evolution of 
Marketplace 
projects 

 EOSC 
enhance  

Project 
Proposal  

BRAINSTORM 

Pilot EOSC 
service 
certification 
procedure 
implemented in 
the MP 
Backoffice 

 EOSC 
enhance  

Project 
Proposal  

BRAINSTORM 

User Profile  Get recommendations for 
new EOSC Resources based 
on similar users   

EOSC 
enhance  

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-AEUI-09 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

Get recommendations for 
new EOSC Resources based 
on EOSC Resources a user 
already searched or ordered   

EOSC 
enhance  

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-AEUI-10 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

View list of EOSC Resources 
based on user profile  

EOSC 
enhance  

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-AEUI-11 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

Allow for different views of 
EOSC Resources based on 
user profile  

EOSC 
enhance  

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-AEUI-12 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

Subscribe to/Unsubscribe 
from updates and alerts 

EOSC 
enhance  

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-AEUI-08 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

 Edit user profile  EOSC 
enhance  

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-AEUI-13 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
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Delete user profile EOSC 
enhance  

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-AEUI-14 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

Remind/Reset 
Login/Password  

EOSC 
enhance  

Portal-FNF-
Requirement
s  
UR-AEUI-15 

IMPLEMENTED 
 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
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Annex 2: Possible directions of evolution for EOSC Portal 
Summary Description Link to the 

requirement 

System – of - 

systems 

The EOSC portal should not be a monolithic approach for 

service gathering but open up as a “Science 

Gateway” guiding users through:  

(a) a series of thematic portals allowing for 

the different science communities to engage with their own deve

loped solutions, workflows, computing resources and accessing t

heir own data through domain-based catalogues as sort 

of community-based “virtual research environments”;  

(b) transdisciplinary additional branches where researchers and 

data scientists can share together “EOSC partnerships virtual envi

ronments” (e.g. AI software developments and training, HPC and 

data management services, citizen science projects, etc.); 

- allow for the thematic portals to link to the central portals.  

(c) horizontal potential “catalogue & marketplace services” 

of providers such as pan-European e-infrastructures.  

This is important (a,b) from the ESFRI and 

researcher/user perspective.  

EOSCENR-131  

 

Service 

composability 

Scientists want to find solutions and an environment 

for workflows more than services - 

the solutions are mostly community driven with natural interlinks

 between communities. As per the current portal layout, the 

“Catalogue and Marketplace” appears as just a catalogue of 

services with a search function.  

EOSCENR-129  

 

User-centric 

resource 

monitoring 

Service/resource pages should display automatically whether the 

service is alive. Feature mentioned many times in 

the earlier projects. Not exactly aligned with the Portal 

KVP. Former efforts of GOCDB, DPMT 

and several related infrastructures show that this is a topic for 

a scope of an entire project. Hard to achieve in the 

federated scenario.  

 

To implement a monitoring/maintenance model for each of 

the record (services, data, etc.) part of the Portal  

(for both provider and user sake)  

EOSCENR-125  

EOSCENR-140  

Automated 

resource 

deployment 

Automated order fulfilment or at least minimised manual process

es. Develop a broker system for resources and 

the possibility to interact directly to the service providers.   

 

EOSCENR-121  

https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-131
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-129
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-125
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-140
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-121
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Resources’ PIDs Services/resources are assigned PID. Assign persistent identifiers 

for services. There was 

a discussion whether PID assignment should be handled within E

OSC Portal or 3rd 

party systems\national and regional catalogues should assign PID

s and EOSC Portal will accept PID-powered resources  

EOSCENR-143  

User-centric 

Front Office 

Integrated CRM (helpdesk, orders, supplier-

customer communications) for a 

single view of customer history. An integrated way of communica

ting/handling customers in the portal where helpdesk info 

and orders info is centralized and visible.   

For documentation and handover to future EOSC 

Portal operators  

Harmonization of the CRM would definitely be beneficial for the 

end user. User Component plays this role of 

the main contact point for the end user, 

but there are several contact methods, 

and they are detached to some extent. Integrating different entiti

es like order history and helpdesk on a 

single customer history will be appropriate once the plans for 

the maintenance of these channels will be concretized by 

the future Portal operators  

EOSCENR-114  

Data sets in the 

Portal 

The data component allowing data set searches. 

The Portal should be equipped with 

the possibility to search for relevant datasets.   

Portal should be also capable to track the dataset provenience an

d allow the reproductivity of experiments.   

EOSCENR-111  

Scientific 

products in EOSC 

Portal. 

The portal should be open to all kind of open-

science related science productions, however, it needs to 

be clearly structured and searchable to reflect those different kin

ds. By definition, software and workflows are part of “data” 

and they are the most critical elements for the reproducibility of 

“scientific results” and 

for creating further scientific knowledge on top of them. The 

portal won’t be 

of any use if it does not provide a complete dashboard for a self-

consistent open science working environment  

EOSCENR-132  

 

  

https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-143
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-114
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-111
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-132
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Annex 3: User personas and user journeys: XYZ use case. Result 

template 
EOSC Portal user types - resource target group based 

EOSC Portal 
user type 

Description Identified within 
the stakeholder's 
landscape (Y/N) 

Researchers Someone who conducts scientific research, i.e., an 
organised and systematic investigation by using scientific 
methods. 

 

Research 
groups 

A research group is a group of researchers working together on 
a particular issue or topic. Research groups may be composed of 
researchers all from the same subject/discipline or from 
different subjects/disciplines. 

 

Research 
communities 

Research communities provide an infrastructure through which 
scientists of discipline-specific scientific areas are able to 
advance their research goals, reaching out to other researchers. 

 

Research 
projects 

A privately or publicly funded project on a research topic.  

Research 
networks 

Research networks aim to stimulate interaction between 
researchers and promote information exchange. 

 

Research 
managers 

Someone in an organisation whose job is to manage a research 
initiative aiming to the development of new scientific results, 
products or ideas. 

 

Research 
organisations 

A public or private legal entity (e.g. academia, business, industry, 
public resources, etc.) representing the User. 

 

Students A person who is studying at a university or other place of higher 
education. 

 

Innovators The group or individual which is the first to try new ideas, 
processes, goods and resources. Innovators are followed by early 
adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards, in that 
order. 

 

Businesses An organisation or economic system where goods and resources 
are exchanged for one another or for money. Businesses can be 
privately owned, not-for-profit or state-owned. 

 

Resource 
Providers 

A resource provider is an organisation that provides different 
kinds of solutions and/or resources/resources to end users and 
other organisations. This broad term incorporates all businesses 
and organisations that provide products and solutions through 
resources that are offered for free, on-demand, pay per use or a 
hybrid delivery model. 

 

Funders Individual or organisation financing a part or all of a project's 
cost as a grant, investment, or loan. 

 

Policy Makers Individuals (usually members of the board of directors) who have 
the authority to set the policy framework of an organisation. 
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Research 
Infrastructure 
Managers 

A RI Manager is a type of Project Coordinator who specialises in 
research infrastructures. They are responsible for things like 
managing researchers, making sure costs are on budget and 
serving as a liaison between research staff and project 
stakeholders. 

 

Resource 
Provider 
Managers 

A resource/resource provider manager is an individual within an 
organisation that is responsible for the quality of the 
resources/resources provided and monitors the delivery of the 
resource. 

 

Resource 
Managers 

Resource Managers are typically responsible for managing 
resource level agreements with customers and external resource 
providers. 

 

 

EOSC Portal user types - EOSC actors based 

 

 

EOSC Portal user type Identified within the stakeholder's landscape (Y/N) 

Researchers  
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Citizen  

Policy maker  

Data Curator  

Data steward / Data 

Librarian 

 

EOSC Educator / Trainer  

Data RI 

Support Professional 

 

Research Software Engineer  

Data scientist / Data 

Analyst 

 

EOSC Enabler  

Which distinction better match the differentiation of roles and their needs in your use case? Resource 

target based or EOSC actor based? 

Answer 

User Persona No.1 

EOSC Portal user type: (choose one from the 16 above) 

NAME Demographics and personal information 

Personal information like name, age, 

occupation should include popular, typical 

information about EOSC Portal user type 

group e.g.(provider, researcher etc.). 

The professional background includes details 

such as work experience, typical ways of 

conduct (actions and responsibilities on a daily 

basis) , user environment. The user 

environment represents the physical, social, 

and technological context of the user. This 

section is used to answer questions like: What 

technological devices do users have access to? 

Do they spend most of their time in a 

 

AGE  

OCCUPATION  

LOCATION  

PROFESSIONAL 

BACKGROUND / 

SHORT PROFILE 
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corporate office or a home office? And how 

often do they collaborate with others? 

EXPERTISE This section extends the professional 

background information but contains specific, 

EOSC-relevant questions. 

What is the level of knowledge about EOSC 

(Newcomer) - (Accustomed user)  

What is the level of technical knowledge e.g. 

Programming, System administration (Little)-

(Expert)  

What is the level of knowledge about scientific 

domain expertise? (Little)-(Expert) 

What is the level of management skills? 

(Little)-(Expert) 

What is the level of (EOSC-related) policy 

awareness? (Little)-(Expert) 

 

MOTIVATIONS What inspires your persona to take action? Is 

she/he motivated more by anxiety or personal 

growth? Possibility of achievement, feeling of 

responsibility, curiosity,  ... ? 

 

PERSONAL GOALS What is important for your persona outside 

the office? 

 

GOALS What are your personas goals in his/her 

profession? 

 

NEEDS Rethink about your persona goals and write as 

needs expected from EOSC Portal. Having a list 

of needs, try to prioritise them. 

 

SERVED BY* This is an EOSC-Portal specific, non-mandatory 

exercise. However, trying to fill this field in (per 

persona's need) will bring significant added 

value. 

Think and write down how your persona 

needs could be realised in EOSC Portal. 

 

USER'S VOICE This section adds some insight specific to the 

EOSC Portal (if applicable) 

What is the attitude towards EOSC Portal? 

Where the interested in EOSC Portal comes 

from?  

What matters most among EOSC Portal 

available functionalities? 

 

 

User Journey 
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User persona it relates to (No.): 

Goals of the persona it tries to fulfil: 

STEPS General, not Portal-related. Steps that the 

Persona needs to perform in EOSC Portal to 

reach the goal(s). Every step is divided into 

smaller parts (categories) where several 

questions need to be answered. 

Ste

p 1 

Ste

p 2 

Ste

p 3 

Ste

p 4 

Ste

p 5 

THINKING AND 

MOTIVATIONS 

What are the thoughts of the Persona at a 

certain Step? What makes him/her perform 

that way? 

     

POINTS OF CONTACT Where, if any, (in the User Interface) and how 

(by doing what exactly) does the Persona 

interact with the Portal? 

  

 

  

 

 

(RELEVANT) FEELING Assess in the scale 1-10 Persona's feeling on: 

Enjoyability 

Relevance of EOSC Portal 

Helpfulness of EOSC Portal 

     

PAIN POINTS What is especially painful for the Persona 

while taking this step? 

     

KEY INSIGHTS & 

OPPORTUNITIES 

How we could avoid, solve or minimise the 

potential problem that can prevent the 

Persona from achieving a Goal in each 

Step?  How the user journey can be improved 

at this step? 
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Annex 4: EOSC Portal user survey 
Introduction 

The EOSC Portal is a gateway to information and resources in EOSC, providing updates on its governance 
and players, the projects contributing to its development and implementation, key events for the EOSC 
community, as well as training materials for its different components.  

The EOSC Portal Catalogue & Marketplace acts as a user-friendly entry point to the multitude of services 
and resources for researchers across different domains, provided by leading European and international 
organisations. 

The Horizon 2020 project EOSC Enhance is launching an open survey targeting the entire EOSC community, 
to look more closely at individuals who create EOSC, understand who they are, where they come from 
and, most importantly, what they need in their everyday (research) activities. With this portion of 
knowledge, with the feedback gathered in this survey, the project wishes to capture most needed and 
expected enhancements that can be introduced in the next Portal release in autumn 2021.  

The survey only takes 15 minutes and it closes on Monday, 13 May 2021 18:00 CEST. 

Have your say! 

Questions 

1. If you think of yourself as an EOSC actor, which of the below can describe who you are or what you 
do*: 

○ Researcher 

○ Citizen 

○ Policy Maker 

○ Data Curator 

○ Data Steward / Data Librarian 

○ EOSC Educator / Trainer 

○ Data RI Support Professional 

○ Research Software Engineer 

○ Data Scientist / Data Analyst 

○ EOSC Enabler (Consumes EOSC core and common services & designs and coordinates 
discipline-specific services) 

2. Can you think of any other EOSC role that is not apparent here but would describe well who you 
are?* Please let us know  

3. Are you involved in any European research community/infrastructure etc?* 

○ If yes, please specify. 

4. Are you involved in an EOSC-related project?* 

○ If yes, which ones? 

5. What is your level of knowledge about EOSC (Newcomer  = 1) - (Accustomed user = 5)*  
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6. What is your level of technical knowledge e.g. Programming, System administration (Little = 1)-
(Expert = 5) * 

7. What is your level of knowledge about scientific domain expertise? (Little = 1)-(Expert = 5)* 

8. What is your level of management skills? (Little = 1)-(Expert = 5)* 

9. What is your level of (EOSC-related) policy awareness? (Little = 1)-(Expert = 5)* 

10. How did you find out about EOSC Portal?* 

○ Via one of the EOSC-related websites 

○ At a conference / meeting 

○ It was recommended to me by a colleague 

○ I know it from an EOSC Portal dedicated event 

○ Other (please specify) 

11. Have you used the EOSC Portal Marketplace? (https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/)* 

○ Once, I only used it for a specific task 

○ Once, it did not serve my needs so I did not come back 

○ More than once 

○ Never 

12. What are your thoughts on the set of EOSC Marketplace functionalities?* 

○ It offers too many functionalities 

○ I am satisfied with the set of functionalities the MP offers 

○ I doesn’t feature key functionalities I would expect to find in the EOSC Marketplace 

○ I have never used it, therefore not applicable 

13. What are the EOSC Portal functionalities you might be interested in? (multi - max 3 options)* 

○ EOSC information  

○ EOSC Resource discovery  

○ EOSC Resource / EOSC Provider information  

○ Resource access  

○ Resource access - provisioning 

○ Service / Resource on demand access  

○ User Space - Profile 

○ User Space - Resources 

○ User feedback mechanism 

14. Are there any functionalities not mentioned in the previous question that should be a part of EOSC 
Portal?* 

○ If yes, which ones? 
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○ no 

15. Has EOSC Portal helped with your problem at least once? 

○ Yes 

○ No 

16. What is your overall impression on the EOSC Portal? Please share your opinion about it, or any 
suggestion you find relevant. (open - max 1000 characters) 

17. Please add your email address in case you wish to be contacted for issues related to your 
requirements. 

○ email address 

18. Do you wish to receive the EOSC Portal newsletter?* 

○ Yes  

○ No 

19. I accept the EOSC Portal privacy policy.* 

Second page – User personas 

Thank you! You have completed the main part of the survey. BUT 

In EOSC Enhance we have also launched an EOSC Portal User Persona Activity aimed at recognising EOSC 
users’ professional experiences, everyday challenges, needs and goals. We wish to better understand the 
audience that the EOSC Portal is created for. 

With this knowledge, we hope to deliver what is really needed and tailored to the needs of European research 
nowadays. 

First question 

We would be very grateful if you could answer 10 more questions connected with the EOSC Portal User 
Persona Activity. 

If you wish to contribute but don’t have the time now, please make sure you leave your email below, and we 
will send you a dedicated link for the EOSC Portal User Persona survey. Thank you! 

● Yes, I would like to contribute to the EOSC Portal User Persona activity 

● I would like to contribute at another time, please email me the questions 

● I only wish to submit my answers to the user survey 

EOSC Persona Fieldset (it only appears if users click Yes) 

1. Hello! If you wish, please let us know who you are. You don’t have to do it though 

a. First name 

b. Last name 

2. Please let us know how you would call your occupation. Or occupations in case you are doing a job 
for 4 (wo)men. (We are perfectly aware that the official job titles do not necessarily capture what we 
do :)) 
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3. In as many words as you find appropriate, please tell us what research area you are involved with 
and what are your usual activities at work (reading and responding to emails or reading the latest 
news counts!) 

4. What tools and platforms do you use to support your everyday work routine? (IDE, Trello, mail client, 
browser, rubber duck, pencil, doc editor, excel, UX tools, etc.) 

5. Do you perform your responsibilities more often on your own or as a part of a group? 

a. On my own 

b. As part of a group 

c. Balanced 

6. What motivates you or inspires to take the action best? (For example: responsibility for the task 
given, possibility to grow, witnessing inspirational moments, possibility to make the world a little 
better, helping others?)  

7. When thinking about your work and work achievements, can you think of some long-term goals? 

8. Do you have any short-term goals in your professional life? Your current focus, things to accomplish 
next. Please, tell us, if you can. 

9. If you refer to the previously mentioned goals, do you imagine any of them being supported by EOSC 
or EOSC Portal in particular? Which ones? 

10. For those who can be supported in EOSC Portal, do you know what can be done so that they are 
supported? What functionalities, elements of the Portal would make your work better? 

We are almost there. Last bit is specifically about the EOSC Portal. Answering these questions is not necessary 
but it will help us a great deal. Thank you! 

1. What is your attitude towards EOSC Portal? Or opinion about it. 

2. Where does the interest in EOSC Portal come from?  

3. Are there any EOSC Portal functionalities you appreciate the most? 

a. If yes, please specify 

4. Are there any EOSC Portal functionalities you miss the most? 

a. If yes, please specify 
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Annex 5: EOSC Persona survey 
1. Hello! If you wish, please let us know who you are. you don’t have to do it though (name and 

surname) 

2. Please let us know how you would call your occupation. Or occupations in case you are doing a job 

for 4 (wo)men. (We are perfectly aware that the official job titles do not necessarily capture what we 

do :)) 

3. In as many words as you find appropriate, please tell us what research area you are involved with 

and what are your usual activities at work (reading and responding to emails or reading the latest 

news counts!) 

4. What tools and platforms do you use to support your everyday work routine? (IDE, Trello, mail client, 

browser, rubber duck, pencil, doc editor, excel, UX tools, etc.) 

5. Do you perform your responsibilities more often on your own or as a part of a group? 

6. What motivates you or inspires to take the action best? (Responsibility, possibility to grow, 

witnessing inspirational moments, possibility to make the world a little better?) OR Please think 

about what factors or situations motivates you best? What inspires you and pushes you to take the 

action? 

7. When thinking about your work and work achievements, can you think of some long-term goals? 

8. Do you have any short-term goals in your professional life? Your current focus, things to accomplish 

next. Please, tell us, if you can. 

9. If you think of yourself as an EOSC actor, which of the below can describe who you are or what you 

do (multi): 

a. Researcher 

b. Citizen 

c. Policy Maker 

d. Data Curator 

e. Data Steward / Data Librarian 

f. EOSC Educator / Trainer 

g. Data RI Support Professional 

h. Research Software Engineer 

i. Data Scientist / Data Analyst 

j. EOSC Enabler (Consumes EOSC core and common services & designs and coordinates 

discipline-specific services) 

10. Can you think of any other EOSC role that is not apparent here but would describe well who you are? 

Please let us know 
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11. Are you involved in any European research community/infrastructure etc? If yes, please write us 

which ones. 

12. Are you involved in an EOSC-related project? If yes, which ones? 

13. Several quick “On a scale 1 - 5” questions: 

a. What is the level of knowledge about EOSC (Newcomer  = 1) - (Accustomed user = 5)  

b. What is the level of technical knowledge e.g. Programming, System administration (Little = 

1)-(Expert = 5)  

c. What is the level of knowledge about scientific domain expertise? (Little = 1)-(Expert = 5) 

d. What is the level of management skills? (Little = 1)-(Expert = 5) 

e. What is the level of (EOSC-related) policy awareness? (Little = 1)-(Expert = 5) 

14. If you refer to the previously mentioned goals, do you imagine any of them being supported by EOSC 

or EOSC Portal in particular? Which ones? 

15. For those who can be supported in EOSC Portal, do you know what can be done so they are 

supported? What functionalities, elements of the Portal would make your work better? 

We are almost there. Last bit is specifically about the EOSC Portal. Answering these questions is not 

necessary but it will help us a great deal. Thank you! 

16. What is your attitude towards EOSC Portal? Or opinion about it. 

17. Where does the interest in EOSC Portal come from?  

18. Are there any EOSC Portal functionalities you appreciate the most? 

19. Are there any EOSC Portal functionalities you miss the most? 

20. Please add your email address in case you wish to be contacted for issues related to your 

requirements. 

21. If you know our Using the Portal section, which topics do you find missing there? 

  

https://eosc-portal.eu/using-the-portal
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Annex 6: EOSC Portal sitemap (Content Component + User 

Component) 
Due to its nature, the sitemap is a structure which is hardly readable in A4 format so the pictures below 

present only parts of it. Please refer to the source15 of the sitemap, to see it as a whole.  

Main sections of the Portal with their leaves 

 

Media section 

 

 
15

https://app.flowmapp.com/share/05dcc07a023710651af4fc7b2a29a567/sitemap/  

https://app.flowmapp.com/share/05dcc07a023710651af4fc7b2a29a567/sitemap/
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Marketplace part of the sitemap 

 

Highest level of the sitemap: Portal’s home page 
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Annex 7: EOSC Portal Marketplace user flows 

Complete view 

Resource discovery 
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User profile 

 

User MP projects 
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Resource access mechanisms 
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Annex 8: EOSC Portal Marketplace user stories 
ID Functional area User stories group User stories 

(who-what-

why/for what 

reason) 

EOSC Portal 

technical 

component(s

) affected 

Targeted 

user type(s) 

1 Browse services through 

service categories 

 As a user I'm 

able to see 

registered 

categories tree 

  

   As a user, I can 

browse specific 

categories to list 

all services in 

this category or 

subcategories. 

  

2 Service search - basic 

and advance 

As a user I'm able to 

find a service 

As a user I'm 

able to filter 

services using 

phrase  

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to find a 

service by its 

name 

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to filter 

services by 

selecting service 

properties 

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to filter 

services by 

short and long 

description  

  

   As a user I'm 

able to filter 

services by the 

quality tags 

  

3 Service filters and 

sorting 

As a user, I'm able 

to limit the number 

of services.  

As a user I'm 

able to limit the 

number of 

services by 
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selecting 

specific filters 

   As a user I'm 

able to sort the 

results 

by research area 

  

   As a user I'm 

able to sort the 

results by 

providers 

  

   As a user I'm 

able to sort the 

results by target 

group 

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to sort the 

results by 

selecting service 

properties 

specific to the 

category 

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to sort the 

results by rating 

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to sort the 

results by 

provider 

location 

  

   As a user, I can 

filter and list 

services with an 

order type of 

each, to find an 

interesting one. 

  

   As a user, I can 

filter and list 

services 

dedicated to a 

specific group of 

users.    
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   As a user, I can 

browse 

resources by 

category and 

subcategory. 

  

4 Discovering the services 

on the service entry 

page (service view) 

As a user, I'm able 

to see service 

details 

As a user, I'm 

able to see the 

service title and 

description 

  

   As a user I'm 

able to see 

useful 

documents: 

Service of Terms 

of use, Access 

Policies and, 

Service 

corporate SLA  

  
 

   As a user, I'm 

able to find 

useful links: 

Website, 

Manual, 

Helpdesk, 

Tutorial  

  
 

   As a user, I'm 

able to see 

related 

infrastructures 

and platform 

  
 

   As a user, I'm 

able to see 

Service 

restrictions 

  

   As a user, I'm 

able to see the 

service is 

available: Places 

and languages 

  

   As a user, I'm 

able to see 
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order technical 

configuration 

   As a user, I'm 

able to see the 

Service Maturity 

  

5. Service comparison As a user I'm able to 

compare the 

existing services 

As a user, I'm 

able to see and 

compare the 

existing services 

  

6. Requesting more 

detailed service 

description from 

provider 

As a user I'm able to 

request further 

service 

description/operati

onal details from 

provider 

As a user, I'm 

able to contact 

a service 

provider and ask 

about service 

details  

  
 

7. User registration As a user I'm able to 

sign up for using 

marketplace 

As a user, I'm 

forced to accept 

terms of use 

conditions 

during my first 

login 

  
 

8. User login As a user I'm able to 

login to market 

place using Checkin 

IDP 

As a user, I'm 

able to login to 

market place 

using check-in 

IDP 

  
 

8.a Non - registered user As a user I'm able to 

see the service 

catalogue 

As a user, I'm 

able to see the 

service 

catalogue 

  

   As a user, I am 

able to ask a 

question related 

to the service 

  

9. Profile update As a user, I'm able 

to update my details 

As a user, I'm 

able to review 

user profile 

  

   As a user, I'm 

able to update 

information in 

the user profile 
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   As a user, I can 

edit my 

Categories of 

interests", 

`"Scientific 

domains of 

interests. 

  

   As a user, I can 

edit email 

notifications for 

categories of 

interest, 

scientific 

domains of 

interests.  

  
 

10. Filling in order-relevant 

information 

As a user, I'm able 

to fill in a form with 

service-specific 

attributes necessary 

to process my order 

As a user, I'm 

able to fill in a 

form with 

service-specific 

attributes 

necessary to 

process my 

order 

  
 

11. Project creations and 

moderation 

As a user, I'm able 

to use  Project 

functionality 

As a user I'm 

able to create a 

Project  

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to update 

information in a 

Project  

  

   As a user I'm 

able to copy a 

Project  

  

   As a user I'm 

able to archive a 

Project  

  

   As a user I'm 

able to delete a 

Project  

  

   As a user, I can 

add a review for 

a service 
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included in the 

project.  

12. Ordering the services As a user I'm able to 

order selected 

service 

As a user I'm 

able to choose a 

technical 

configuration of 

the service ( if 

possible) 

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to add the 

selected service 

to my project 

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to leave a 

comment 

to  the selected 

service 

  
 

12.

a 

Order a selected service   As a user I'm 

able to place an 

order of the 

selected service 

  

12.

b 

Ordering a bundle  As a user I'm 

able to place an 

order of  the 

bundle 

  

13. Service Access  As a user I'm 

able to access 

selected service 

  

13.

a 

Open Access As a user I'm able to 

access selected 

service 

As a user I'm 

able to add the 

service to your 

project and 

access it from 

there 

  

   As a user I'm 

able to access 

open access 

service from the 

service entry 

  

13.

b 

Full Open Access Service with one 

offer 

As a user, I'm 

able to access 

open access 
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service from the 

service entry 

  Service with few 

offers 

As a user, I'm 

able to access 

open access 

service from the 

service entry 

  
 

13.

c 

Normal ordering As a user I'm able to 

access selected 

service 

As a user I'm 

able to add the 

service to my 

Project 

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to access 

the service 

when the 

service order is 

ready 

  

13.

d 

Order required Service with default 

offer + order via 

Marketplace 

As a user, I'm 

able to order 

and add service 

to my project.  

  

  Service with default 

offer + external 

order 

As a user, I'm 

able to order 

and add service 

to my project.  

  

  Service with few 

offers, via 

Marketplace 

As a user, I'm 

able to order 

and add service 

to my project.  

  

13.

e 

Other access Service with one 

offer 

As a user, I'm 

able to order 

and add service 

to my project.  

  

  Service with few 

offers 

As a user, I'm 

able to order 

and add service 

to my project.  

  
 

14. User dashboard with 

ordering 

As a user I'm able to 

see the status of 

orders and active 

services 

As a user I'm 

able to see the 

status of service 

orders being 

processed  
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   As a user I'm 

able to see the 

list of active 

services 

  
 

   As a user I'm 

able to see the 

history of 

previously 

ordered services 

  

15. Possibility to inquiry 

about the order status 

by the user 

 As a user I am 

able to ask a 

question related 

to order that 

hasn't been 

completed 

  

16. Possibility of inquiry 

about the order status 

by the service provider 

As a service 

provider I'm able to 

notify user about 

order status/details 

As a service 

provider I'm 

able to notify or 

able to ask a 

question related 

to order that 

hasn't been 

completed 

  

   As a user, I can 

see the 

provider's reply/ 

question in the 

context of the 

order status 

  

17. Roles management As a marketplace 

administrator, I'm 

able to manage 

marketplace users 

As a 

marketplace 

administrator, 

I'm able to 

add/remove/edi

t other user 

roles 

  

   As a 

marketplace 

administrator, 

I'm able to block 

the user 
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18. Service rating  As a user, I'm 

able to see 

service rate on a 

list 

  
 

   As a user, I'm 

able to see rates 

from other 

users in service 

detail 

  
 

   As a user, I'm 

able to rate the 

service after 

gaining access. 

  

19. Order handling process 

rating & gathering user 

feedback 

As a service 

customer, I'm able 

to rate the ordering 

process 

As a user, I'm 

able to give my 

feedback about 

the order 

process 

  

   gathering user 

feedback 
  

20. Automatic service 

import (all 

functionalities) 

As an SPMT I'm able 

to send service 

details/updaters 

about services 

   

21. Service orders functional

ity for providers 

As a service owner, 

I'm able to create 

my order for a 

service 

As a service 

owner, I'm able 

to add my order 

to a service 

  

  As a service 

provider, I want to 

easily manage offers 

and set ordering 

parameters so the 

users (researchers) 

could get clear 

information about 

usage policy. 

As a service 

owner, I am 

able to choose 

service 

attributes 

relevant for 

order handling 

  
 

   As a service 

owner, I am 

able to manage 

service 

attributes 
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relevant for 

order handling 

   As a service 

owner, I'm able 

to update my 

suspended/ 

deleted order 

from the service 

  
 

   As a Resource 

Provider, I can 

preview 

Resource 

Presentation 

Page before get 

published to 

verify the 

quality of 

provided data. 

  

   As a Data 

Administrator, I 

can add or edit 

an offer and its 

parameters on 

owned 

resource/provid

er. 

  

   As a Resource 

Provider, I can 

add resources 

without a logo, 

whilst MP will 

add the default 

logo. 

  

   As an executive 

member, I can 

review portal 

statistics, to 

verify OKR/KPI 

and metrics. 

  

   As a service 

owner, I can 

edit service 
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drafts and 

service offer 

drafts. 

22. Supplement Service 

Description (all 

functionalities) 

As a service owner, 

I'm able to add 

additional service 

details (to the data 

received from 

SPMT) 

   
 

23. Pricing model 

 

 As a service 

owner, I'm able 

to pay for my 

service 

  
 

23.

a 

Use of Voucher-based 

orders 

 As a service 

owner, I'm able 

to use 

vouchers during 

orders 

  
 

 Use of research grants  As a service 

owner, I'm able 

to use research 

grants during 

orders 

  

24. Create favourite 

resources. 

As a user I want to 

create a list of 

favourite resources, 

to quickly and easily 

get access to these.  

As a user 

(logged in), I can 

create a list of 

favourite 

resources, to 

quickly and 

easily get access 

to these.  

  

   As a user 

(unlogged), I can 

create a list of 

favourite 

resources, but it 

will not be 

saved.  

  

   As a user 

(logged in), I can 

remove 

resources/servic
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es from the list 

of favourite 

resources. 

25.  Recommender  As a user, I can 

see 

recommended 

resources 

connected to 

my scientific 

domain (or 

research) to find 

interesting 

solutions. 

  

26. Navigation for Providers  As a Resource 

Provider, I can 

navigate to the 

Provider 

Component 

from the 

Resource 

Presentation 

Page to edit the 

resource 

description. 

  
 

   As a Resource 

Provider, I can 

navigate to the 

ordering 

parameters 

management 

from the 

Resource 

Presentation 

Page to manage 

offers and set 

ordering 

parameters. 

  
 

27. Geographical availability 

of resources 

 As a user, I can 

zoom the map 

in the 

Resource/Provid

er Presentation 
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page, to verify 

geographical 

availability. 

28. Social media and 

newsletter 

 As a user, I can 

find social 

media links on 

EOSC MP, to see 

the latest 

happenings and 

information. 

  

   As a user, I can 

subscribe to a 

newsletter 

about new 

services (and 

resources) 

added to the 

Marketplace. 

  

   As a user, I can 

find information 

about EOSC 

Marketplace on 

the webpage. 
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Annex 9: EOSC Portal user personas 
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Annex 10: EOSC Portal User Journeys 
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Annex 11: UX processes documentation for the User Profile 

functionality 

Requirements list   

Requirements source: https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/EOSC+Portal+Adopted+Requir

ements 

Get recommendations for new EOSC Resources based on similar users   

Description: The authenticated User can receive recommendations for new 

EOSC Resources based on profiles and common interests of similar users 

(scientific area, etc) on the EOSC Portal. 

Portal-FNF-

Requirements  

UR-AEUI-09 

Link 

to 

Jira  

Get recommendations for new EOSC Resources based on EOSC Resources a 

user already searched or ordered   

Description: The authenticated User can receive recommendations for new 

EOSC Resources based on previous searches or ordered EOSC Resources on 

the EOSC Portal.  

Portal-FNF-

Requirements  

UR-AEUI-10 

Link 

to 

Jira  

View list of EOSC Resources based on user profile  

Description: The authenticated User can view a list of EOSC Resources based 

on his/her specific user profile on the EOSC Portal. 

Portal-FNF-

Requirements  

UR-AEUI-11 

Link 

to 

Jira  

Allow for different views of EOSC Resources based on user profile  

Description: The authenticated User can customise views offered on the 

EOSC Portal. Users may have particular interests in specific EOSC Resource 

characteristics and different needs in terms of the comparisons. The views 

will ensure a direct and quick way for them to access this content on the 

EOSC Portal. 

Portal-FNF-

Requirements  

UR-AEUI-12 

Link 

to 

Jira  

Subscribe to/Unsubscribe from updates and alerts 

Description: The authenticated User can subscribe to and unsubscribe from 

updates on specific EOSC Resources or alerts on the EOSC Portal. 

Portal-FNF-

Requirements  

UR-AEUI-08 

Link 

to 

Jira  

Edit user profile  

Portal-FNF-

Requirements  

UR-AEUI-13 

Not in 

Jira 

https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/EOSC+Portal+Adopted+Requirements
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/EOSC+Portal+Adopted+Requirements
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-13?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-09%22
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-13?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-09%22
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-13?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-09%22
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-14?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-10%22
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-14?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-10%22
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-14?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-10%22
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-15?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-11%22
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-15?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-11%22
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-15?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-11%22
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-16?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-12%22
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-16?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-12%22
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-16?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-12%22
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-12?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-08%22
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-12?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-08%22
https://jira.eosc-hub.eu/browse/EOSCENR-12?jql=text%20~%20%22UR-AEUI-08%22
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
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Delete user profile 

Portal-FNF-

Requirements  

UR-AEUI-14 

Not in 

Jira 

Remind/Reset Login/Password  

(possibly out of scope - should be done in AAI) 

Portal-FNF-

Requirements  

UR-AEUI-15 

Not in 

Jira 

Problem statement 
We want to deliver a personalized view of EOSC portal resources (personalized search results, 

recommendations in UI and notifications) based on the information about user gathered in the user profile 

and comparison with other user profiles. User should be able to manipulate their user profile (edit, delete, 

subscribe for email notifications).   

General assumption - TODO consultation 

Q: Why do we want to recommend a service / resource to a user? 

A: Because a user is interested in the domain, and the service / resource provides value 

Open issues to be addressed - TODO consultation 

1. What are the indicators of a value?  

o rating? (is it working for us?) 

o popularity? 

o TRL? 

2. How do we measure user satisfaction? 

Business value  
Open issues to be addressed - TODO consultation 

1. What is the "real" business value (a goal) for the user? What we are trying to achieve for the user by 

the implementation of the profile functionality? 

2. How do we measure the success factor for this goal?  

1. Example 1 - we may choose a factor "The use of similar services" for the current feature of 

"Suggested compatible services" and verify that this factor increases by the use of profile 

functionality. Assessment of such factor can be provided by implementing monitoring of 

service ordering / access user actions, when the user navigates to a service from a 

recommendation panel.  Similar strategy can be applied for a new section "Recommended 

services", but currently we have no values to compare with (as no implementation is in 

place). 

2. Example 2 - search accuracy 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1luZVa8vZTkqOATXMwoG8Hu9g0hFUi0JVCzwPMiK2jJ4/edit?ts=5e382f93#bookmark=id.gjdgxs
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3. How do we check if we chose the right target group and prepared the right MVP to provide business 

value? Maybe Controllers / user engagement groups (Req. Gath. TF) could help here? 

4. We can start implementing MVP and start monitoring changes of that or other success factor. Do we 

have enough traffic to use such methods in a realistic timeframe?  

Related features 
Profile 

Currently Profile is a panel implemented in the Marketplace platform, but is not used extensively. Currently 

only user name is shown. The information gathered there is coming directly from AAI (EGI Check-in). There 

is no registration needed in the platform (so that currently there is no way to collect additional information 

from user logging in with AAI account).   

 

Service Search  

Based on the Elasticsearch engine. Current implementation does not take user profile into account when 

returning results. Only match factor in full-text–search is taken into the account. Search is performed on: 

▪ service titles  

▪ service descriptions 

▪ offer descriptions   

Suggested compatible services    

At a Service page we can currently review the services that have been marked as related.  
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Popular Services 

Based on service popularity monitoring services are promoted at the Marketplace landing page.  

 

Projects 

An authenticated user can collect services into projects. Projects encompass services accessed for a single 

"Reason for access" (both services that have been ordered by Marketplace and the services accessible openly 

or orderable in other systems). Apart from reason for access other information about a user and service 

usage are also collected. Once a single order has been placed user is never asked again to provide information 

provided once. The feature of projects may be used when creating collecting information about a user.  
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Data analysis  

Introduction 

After the analysis of the requirements we can conclude that profile is expected to be a representation of user 

interests / features. Currently the most relevant source of this information is collected by Marketplace 

projects. We are analysing the statistics in regard to that functionality.   

Statistics 

● Numbers : New visitors 4000/ Returning 900 - 22,5% 

● No. users with created projects - 24%  

● Project creation without ordering - 8% 
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● Use of projects for services orderable externally - 1% 

● Use of projects for open access services - 35% 

Conclusions 

Projects are created mostly when users are ordering - projects are created only by authenticated users, when 

they have already found what they searched for. In this case we miss an option to prepare recommendations 

for people who come to Marketplace to only to search for or access the openly available services. Profile built 

on a basis of a user behaviour analysis may be used in that case (population of unauthenticated users will 

use this functionality the most).  

A user profile page can be implemented for authenticated users. The feature will be valuable for users that do 

not wish to create a project.  When we implement a dedicated profile page to gather user interests, we need 

to lower the effort needed to fill in the information required for project creation. The added value must 

clearly justify the effort. That way we supplement the information about user interests for users not willing 

to create projects (a user doesn't need to bookmark services in projects or order them) or overwhelmed by 

effort required by this functionality (the project form is too extensive).  

Solution proposal 
The definition of a user profile 

The EOSC Portal user profile is a feature vector composed of user interests characterized by: 

1. Information filled during/after registration in the user profile page (for authenticated users only)   

1. user interests   

▪ research areas  

▪ other ? - open question  

2. other ? - open question  

2. Information gathered in user projects (for authenticated users only)  

1. information filled in the Project form   

▪ customer typology 

▪ research area  

▪ country of origin 

▪ organization  

▪ reason for access  

2. user orders 

3. services bookmarked in user projects 

3. Monitoring user behaviour in the Portal (for all users)  

1. category selection  

2. the use of portal filters (research area, providers, target groups, etc.) 

3. service and offer searches  
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▪ entered search phrases 

▪ search results (easier to monitor than search phrases)   

▪ search accuracy monitoring (search + click) 

4. the use of service comparison 

5. favourites selection 

6. other ? - open question   

Profile fields of applicability 

1. Personalized search result ranking 

2. Personalized recommendations for EOSC Resources/Services    

1. A section "Recommended services"  

2. Recommended search phrases (?) 

3. other - open question   

3. Personalized information for users that chose to subscribe for receiving notifications from the Portal  

1. new services  

2. top rated services  

3. other information (e.g. use cases) - open question  

4. who provides the content ? - open question (WP5?) 

4. Recommendations in the services comparison panel - services that may be also interesting  

5. Services recommended after placing service order / bookmarking a service in a project, that have 
been ordered by users with similar profiles (UI proposal below) 

6. Recommendations of services applicable for a given project based on the service usage collected 
for the other users   

Properties that may affect services/resources ranking 

1. Information gathered directly in the user Profile    

2. Matching users with similar profiles (fuzzy logic, page rank graphs, etc.) to leverage from groups of 
interests      

1. other methods ? - open question 

3. Recording associations between entities building the Portal (similar services, categories, research 
areas, etc.) to classify comparable resources  

Open issues to be addressed - TODO consultation 

1. Presenting personalized search results / personalized news creates "information bubbles" - portal 
content is not deterministic but depends on the user profile.    

1. Do we want that for the Open Science community?   

2. How to avoid the negative effect and provide value in the same time?  

3. Possible solution - separating suggested / recommended content from normal catalogue 
browsing 
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2. Monitoring user behaviour for the direct use in the Portal is a new concept   

1. It may not be liked by user until it presents a clear added value 

2. It may require updates in the Privacy Policy 

Minimal Viable Product   
Minimal implementation in the reference to the required functionalities: 

1. Personalized search results  

1. proposition - a dedicated "Recommended results" (?) section in search result (Mock-up 2 

or Mock-up 3)  

2. Recommendations in the newly created section "Other recommended services" (Mock-up 1)  

1. At the service page  

2. Final step of ordering / bookmarking a service in a project (UI idea below)   

1. Project needs to be preselected when navigating to the service as when we click "add 

new services to the project"  

3. A page for profile manipulation (Mock-up 4)  

1. Functionalities  

1. Edit profile  

2. Delete profile (Create again? - open question) 

3. Subscribe for update 

2. Interests   

1. Research areas - to start with something 

2. Categories 

4. Email notifications for interesting services updates (TODO email content) - who provides / verifies 

the content (QA team?) open question   

1. Functionalities   

1. Subscribe for updates  

2. Unsubscribe for updates  

2. Events   

1. New service in Category of interest  

2. New service in Research area of interest   

Recommendations / personalization are based on  

● information about user gathered in the profile page 

● comparison with other user profiles to supplement information   
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o comparison method - open question 

6.2.1 Graphical design proposals (Mock-ups) 

1. Recommendations in the newly created section "Other recommended services"   

1. At the service page  

 

 

2. Final step of ordering / bookmarking a service in a project (UI idea below)  
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2. Proposition - a dedicated "Recommended results” section in search result 
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3. Proposition - a dedicated "Recommended results” section in search result 
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4. A page for profile manipulation: 

•  Profile editing view 

 

•  Updated Profile view 
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• Updates about new feature release   

 

Other related ideas  
1. Adding "Other provider services" section to the service page (TODO prepare a mock-up?) 

 

2. Maybe we should consider deleting all the user data while deleting a profile 

3. "Watch" button for the end users for notifications about service (the list of watched can be displayed in 

the profile) 
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Annex 12: UX processes documentation for the Resource 

Presentation Page functionality 

Topic definition   

Activity PC1-DB: Migration of 

EOSC Portal to the Resource 

and Provider Profiles v3.00 

 

ERV: EOSC Resource Profile An EOSC Resource is an asset made available by means of the EOSC 

system and according to the EOSC Rules of Participation to EOSC End-

Users to perform a process useful to deliver value in the context of 

the EOSC. 

Problem statement  
Besides the Service/ Resource description fields that are MANDATORY for providers (providers are obligated 

to provide them during the onboarding process), several dozen OPTIONAL Service/ Resource description 

fields may be shown on the Service / Resource Presentation Page. The list is vast so we need to determine 

which of the Service/ Resource description fields should be will be prioritised/highlighted on the Service/ 

Resource presentation page because of their key value either for the provider (to provide useful service 

description) or the user (in order to compare services displayed in the Portal).  

The new layout will include the most necessary information about the service/resource and should be 

designed in a way that helps a user find services/resources most relevant to their work. 

Objectives:  
● We want to design a new visual template for the service detail site in EOSC Portal, which will 

help users quickly find the information they need. 

● New design should help users find / order proper services 

● Most important information about services should be prioritised in this view 

The list of the Optional Fields to be shown on the Service / Resource presentation page:  

Category  Attribute Name Description of the Field  

Basic Information Resource Providers The name of Provider that manages or delivers the 
Resource in federated scenarios. 

Marketing 
Information 

Multimedia Link to video, screenshots or slides showing details of 
the Resource 

Use Cases  Link to use cases supported by this Resource 
Classification 
Information 

Access Type  The way a user can access the Resource (Remote, 
Physical, Virtual, etc.) 

Access Mode  Eligibility/criteria for granting access to users 

Tags  

https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/Activity+PC1-DB%3A+Migration+of+EOSC+Portal+to+the+Resource+and+Provider+Profiles+v3.00
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/Activity+PC1-DB%3A+Migration+of+EOSC+Portal+to+the+Resource+and+Provider+Profiles+v3.00
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/Activity+PC1-DB%3A+Migration+of+EOSC+Portal+to+the+Resource+and+Provider+Profiles+v3.00
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/ERV%3A+EOSC+Resource+Profile
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Resource Location 
Information 

Resource 
Geographic 
Location 

List of geographic locations where data, samples, etc. 
are stored and processed 

Public Contact First Name  

Last Name  

Phone  

Position  
Organisation  

Maturity 
Information 

Life Cycle Status Phase of the Resource life-cycle. 

Certifications  List of certifications obtained for the Resource 

Standards  List of standards supported by the Resource. 
Open Source 
Technologies  

 List of open source technologies supported by the 
Resource. 

Version  Version of the Resource that is in force. 

Last Update  Date of the latest update of the Resource. 

Change Log  Summary of the Resource features updated from the 
previous version. 

Dependencies 
Information 

Required 
Resources  

List of other Resources required to use this Resource. 

Related Resources  List of other Resources that are commonly used with 
this Resource 

Related Platforms  List of suites or thematic platforms in which the 
Resource is engaged or Providers (Provider groups) 
contributing to this Resource 

Attribution 
Information 

Funding Body  Name of the funding body that supported the 
development and/or operation of the Resource 

Funding Program  Name of the funding program that supported the 
development and/or operation of the Resource. 

Grant/Project 
Name  

Name of the project that supported the development 
and/or operation of the Resource. 

Management 
Information 

Helpdesk Page  The URL to a webpage to ask more information from 
the Provider about this Resource. 

User Manual  Link to the Resource user manual and 
documentation. 

Terms of Use  Webpage describing the rules, Resource conditions 
and usage policy which one must agree to abide by in 
order to use the Resource. 

Privacy Policy Link to the privacy policy applicable to the Resource. 

Access Policy  Information about the access policies that apply. 

Service Level  Webpage with the information about the levels of 
performance that a Provider is expected to deliver. 

Training 
Information  

Webpage to training information on the Resource. 
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Status Monitoring  Webpage with monitoring information about this 
Resource 

Maintenance Webpage with information about planned 
maintenance windows for this Resource 

Access and Order 
Information 

Order  Webpage through which an order for the Resource 
can be placed 

Financial 
Information 

Payment Model  Webpage with the supported payment models and 
restrictions that apply to each of them 

Pricing  Webpage with the information on the price scheme 
for this Resource in case the customer is charged for. 

The list of the Mandatory Fields to be shown on the Service / Resource presentation page:  

Category  Attribute Name Description of the Field  

Basic Information ID A persistent identifier, a unique reference to the Resource 

in the context of the EOSC Portal. 

Name Brief and descriptive name of Resource as assigned by the 

Provider. 

Resource 

Organisation 

 

The name (or abbreviation) of the organisation that 

manages or delivers the resource, or that coordinates 

resource delivery in a federated scenario. 

Webpage Webpage with information about the Resource usually 

hosted and maintained by the Provider. 

Marketing Information Description A high-level description in fairly non-technical terms of a) 

what the Resource does, functionality it provides and 

Resources it enables to access, b) the benefit to a 

user/customer delivered by a Resource; benefits are usually 

related to alleviating pains (e.g., eliminate undesired 

outcomes, obstacles or risks) or producing gains (e.g. 

increased performance, social gains, positive emotions or 

cost saving), c) list of customers, communities, users, etc. 

using the Resource. 

Tagline Short catch-phrase for marketing and advertising purposes. 

It will be usually displayed close to the Resource name and 

should refer to the main value or purpose of the Resource. 

Logo Link to the logo/visual identity of the Resource. The logo will 

be visible at the Portal. If there is no specific logo for the 

Resource the logo of the Provider may be used. 

Classification 

Information 

Scientific 

Domain 

The branch of science, scientific discipline that is related to 

the Resource. 

Scientific 

Subdomain 

The sub branch of science, scientific subdiscipline that is 

related to the Resource. 

Category A named group of Resources that offer access to the same 

type of Resource or capabilities. 
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Subcategory A named group of Resources that offer access to the same 

type of Resource or capabilities, within the defined 

Resource category 

Target Users Type of users/customers that commissions a Provider to 

deliver a Resource. 

Geographical and 

Language Availability 

Information 

Geographical 

Availability 

Locations where the Resource is offered. 

Language 

Availability 

 

Languages of the (user interface of the) Resource. 

Main Contact/Resource 

Owner 

First Name First Name of the Resource's main contact person/manager. 

Last Name Last Name of the Resource's main contact person/manager. 

Email Email of the Resource's main contact person/manager. 

Public Contact Email Email of the Resource's contact person or a generic email of 

the Provider to be displayed at the portal. 

Other Contacts Helpdesk Email 

 

The email to ask more information from the Provider about 

this Resource. 

Security Contact 

Email 

The email to contact the Provider for critical security issues 

about this Resource. 

Maturity Information Technology 

Readiness Level 

The Technology Readiness Level of the Resource (to be 

further updated in the context of the EOSC). 

Access and Order 

Information 

Order Type Information on the order type (requires an ordering 

procedure, or no ordering and if fully open or requires 

authentication) 

Solution proposal: Questionnaire 
In the questionnaire below for each category there are several OPTIONAL Service/ Resource description fields 

that are collected during onboarding. User/ Provider should specify which fields are crucial for them to be 

shown on the Service Page in the Portal. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1WVM6l5y4_5MnzqxgVFPe9p16hvVVYH8-Uu9cFRwphJE/edit 

Graphical design proposals ( Mock-ups) 
● Little information included in the RPP, no offers: https://invis.io/VEY7GVTZQ3S#/426517871_Item-

Detail_Amnesia_Tabs_About 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1WVM6l5y4_5MnzqxgVFPe9p16hvVVYH8-Uu9cFRwphJE/edit
https://invis.io/VEY7GVTZQ3S#/426517871_Item-Detail_Amnesia_Tabs_About
https://invis.io/VEY7GVTZQ3S#/426517871_Item-Detail_Amnesia_Tabs_About
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● Details tab includes all possible data: https://invis.io/6DY7GVXHCPJ#/426517872_Item-

Detail_Amnesia_Tabs_Details 

 

 

 

 

● Service with offers https://invis.io/G7Y7GWE5FCY#/426517873_Item-

Detail_Egi_Cloud_Container_Tabs_About 

https://invis.io/6DY7GVXHCPJ#/426517872_Item-Detail_Amnesia_Tabs_Details
https://invis.io/6DY7GVXHCPJ#/426517872_Item-Detail_Amnesia_Tabs_Details
https://invis.io/G7Y7GWE5FCY#/426517873_Item-Detail_Egi_Cloud_Container_Tabs_About
https://invis.io/G7Y7GWE5FCY#/426517873_Item-Detail_Egi_Cloud_Container_Tabs_About
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● Service with offers, little info in details 

tab:https://invis.io/6ZY7GWTHFKW#/426517874_Item-

Detail_Egi_Cloud_Container_Tabs_Details 

 

 

  

https://invis.io/6ZY7GWTHFKW#/426517874_Item-Detail_Egi_Cloud_Container_Tabs_Details
https://invis.io/6ZY7GWTHFKW#/426517874_Item-Detail_Egi_Cloud_Container_Tabs_Details
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Annex 13: UX processes documentation for the Provider 

Presentation Page functionality 

Topic definition   

Problem statement  
At the moment the EOSC MP supports the resource-centric path of a user. A detailed representation of a 

resource is offered to the user but there is no representation of the provider-related information. The 

interest in a specific provider can be expressed via a resource filter (Provider) → "I am a user having a trusted 

provider and I want to see what this provider offers in EOSC" user story. Exploring the provider's information 

is not possible though → "I am a user who found a service of interest via filtering capabilities of an unknown 

provider and I want to check who that provider is" user story. An additional view is needed to offer 

information relevant for the EOSC Portal user. The set of relevant info has been selected within the WP2 and 

is represented as EOSC Provider Profile. 

This enhancement requires to design 2 things: 

▪ the presentation page to facilitate Provider Profile 

▪ ways of entering the Provider's view 

Objectives 
● Design a new visual template for the Provider Profile in EOSC MP which will help user 

investigate the provider of interest 

● The design should fulfil UX good practices, be intuitive, promote the provider's info essential 

to the user from the first glance 

● The design should fit in the overall MP look and feel 

● The path leading to accessing the Provider's information should be intuitive and not disrupt 

currently implemented functionalities 

 

 

Activity PC1-DB: Migration of 

EOSC Portal to the Resource 

and Provider Profiles v3.00 

After a successful introduction of EOSC Resource Profile in its newest 

version, the next step requires to start representing an EOSC Provider for 

the sake of exposing information relevant for the EOSC Portal user. 

EOSC Provider Profile  

Requirement UR-UEUI-17 

(please note: this req has no 

JIRA representation) 

The User can view the list of EOSC Resources associated with an EOSC 

Provider on the EOSC Portal and additional details related to the EOSC 

Provider from the Provider Description Template so that a User can get a 

holistic view of the EOSC Provider offering. 

https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/Activity+PC1-DB%3A+Migration+of+EOSC+Portal+to+the+Resource+and+Provider+Profiles+v3.00
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/Activity+PC1-DB%3A+Migration+of+EOSC+Portal+to+the+Resource+and+Provider+Profiles+v3.00
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/Activity+PC1-DB%3A+Migration+of+EOSC+Portal+to+the+Resource+and+Provider+Profiles+v3.00
https://confluence.egi.eu/display/EOSCEN/EOSC+Provider+Profile
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Other constraints 

▪ Navigation between filtering methods and the provider presentation view should be allowed 

▪ Providers are promoted on the MP welcome page - this aspect should be included in the solution  

Data to be included in the Provider's Presentation Page (from Provider 

Profile) 
Name  Required Comments  

ID Mandatory  

Name Mandatory  

Abbreviation Mandatory  

Website Mandatory  

Legal Entity Mandatory  

Legal Status Optional  

Description Mandatory  

Logo Mandatory  

Multimedia Optional  

Scientific Domain Optional  

Scientific Subdomain Optional  

Tags Optional  

Location Information Mandatory  

Public Contact Email - Mandatory  

Life Cycle Status Optional  

Certifications Optional  

Participating Countries Optional  

Affiliations Optional  

Networks Optional  

Structure Type Optional  

ESFRI Domain Optional  

ESFRI Type Optional  

Areas of Activity Optional  

Societal Grand Challenges Optional  

National Roadmaps Optional  

Proposed solution: 
The EOSC MP user will have 3 ways of accessing the Provider's Presentation Page: 

1. Exploring the providers via the Provider's List promoted on the MP welcome page: 
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2. Clicking on a provider's name visible in the resource tile from the resource list: 
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3. Clicking on a provider's name visible in the Resource Presentation Page: 

 

The Provider's Presentation Page will resemble the Resource Presentation Page and be also divided into two 

sections: 

Details with the rest of provider's info: 

https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/DF102X5RQJGP#/screens/443736535_Provider_-_Details 

 

 

https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/DF102X5RQJGP#/screens/443736535_Provider_-_Details
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About view where primary information is listed (elements to be discussed):  

https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/6J102X457EWD#/screens/443736534_Provider_-_About 

 

 

https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/6J102X457EWD#/screens/443736534_Provider_-_About
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For consideration: 
▪ which elements might we promote under the provider's name (next to the website) 

Identified problems and possible enhancements 
▪ EOSCENR-181 - Create a link in the Resource Details Page for Provider users to be directed to the 

Provider's service edit page. Implemented - possibility for a user with the provider role to go back to 

the Provider Component and edit the Provider Profile (from PPP) 

▪ Some providers have inserted corrupted data, it lowers the value of the EOSC Portal. It would be 

helpful if the  onboarding team asks them to verify such records. 

 

● Provider coverage includes  availability of underpinned resources  

o Michelle and Nick believe that this might introduce confusion 

● Resource Provider should have a possibility to name the multimedia links connected to the Provider's 

Profile or Resource Profile  

o this requirement should be submitted through the resource/provider profile channel 

https://jira.egi.eu/browse/EOSCENR-181
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Annex 14: UX processes documentation for the EOSC Portal 

Resource Recommendations functionality 
The goal: Create the architecture of the recommendation system and prepare basic recommendation 

capabilities 

Tasks: 
1. Create architecture of the recommendation system 

2. Implement basic recommendations in a dedicated "Recommended results" section of a search result 

list 

Architecture of the recommendation system 
The recommendation system (called henceforth as system) should consist of the following elements 

1. web service (simple RESTful service which can be called from the marketplace). 

2. Internal database (separate from the rest of the system, storing all data relevant to the system and 

excluding need for the system to access marketplace's database directly) 

Additionally as part of the database calculated ML results should be stored - those data sources (ML 

results / input data) might be stored in two separate systems if necessary 

3. Integration with SLURM (which is the preferred way of interaction with the Prometheus 

supercomputer / cluster). The integration can be done directly via SLURM client, or more preferably 

via RESTful service on top of SLURM (if available).  

Other suggestions 

1. tasks from the web service could be processed via some queue - assuming that python is the language 

of choice for the system celery might be a good choice, allowing creating multiple tasks whose only 

role would be to monitor SLURM's queue. But those tasks could also do some light processing as they 

would not affect the rest of the system. 

Integration with marketplace 

The communication with the marketplace should be one way only - the marketplace will call the system's 

web service (either POSTing data to change state of the system, or GETing data to be displayed for the user). 

System should not connect to the marketplace and ask it for any kind of data. 

Proposed API endpoint types for the system's web service 

● GET recommendations (for the given user / session) this endpoint could have additional parameters 

(for example specifying search parameters, or what kind of recommendation should be returned).  

● POST seed initial state of the system - this endpoint would be called as part of marketplace & 

system initialization, and would send all relevant data from the marketplace's database to 

the system (user account data, their project's, order history, etc - everything which might be required 

to create better initial recommendations) 
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● POST user / session actions - this endpoint would be called by marketplace for every user action 

which should be known by the system (every action which would affect recommendations) 

● GET diagnostics - this endpoint should return general status of the system which could be displayed 

in the admin's back office (also could be used to check whether system is available) (this is optional, 

and could be implemented later on) 

Figure / Diagram 

 

The goal of EOSC Portal search results recommendations  
In general, the recommendation system should alter the order of the search results. Selected search criteria 

should be respected (categories, filters, etc.) when returning the set of recommended resources (see "For 

further consideration" no. 1). The altered order should not replace the order on the search results, but 

instead the best matches prepared with the use of the recommendation system should be promoted in the 

"Recommended results" box.  

Graphical mock-ups 
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1. Recommended results version 1    

 

  

https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/HRX4PQD8NUQ#/screens/416159204_Item_List_Search_-_Recommended_Box
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2. Recommended results version 2 

 

Both implementations are engaged simultaneously with the use of the A/B testing framework (based on the 

Split library). The algorithm layer is identical in both cases. Experiment result analysis will indicate which UI 

alternative provides higher conversion rate (based on the click rate factor). 

Recommendation algorithm specification 
Recommendations are based on the following requirements: 

1. Get recommendations for new EOSC Resources based on similar users. The authenticated User can 

receive recommendations for new EOSC Resources based on profiles and common interests of 

similar users (scientific area, etc) on the EOSC Portal. 

https://invis.io/WAX4U50BV2G#/416192304_Item_List_Search_-_Recommended_Bar_V2
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2. Get recommendations for new EOSC Resources based on EOSC Resources a user already searched 

or ordered. The authenticated User can receive recommendations for new EOSC Resources based 

on previous searches or ordered EOSC Resources on the EOSC Portal. 

Please note that the main focus of the recommendations come from requirements for authenticated users.  

Recommendation factors 

1. The current user's engagement in the Portal   

1. User profile (for authenticated users) - Promote search results that are matching information 

in the user profile     

2. User activity - Promote search results that are similar to the ones the user has already 

engaged with  

1. Activity type (user interest type)   

1. The current user clicks  

2. The current user orders (in general project_items) 

2. Resource similarity factors  

1. Engagement by similar users (this may be overlapping with or replacing 

"Similar user engagement" factor) 

2. Common "Target users" 

3. Common "Providers" 

4. Common "Geographical Availabilities" 

5. Common "Language Availabilities" 

6. Same category 

7. Similar tags 

8. Resources frequently compared by users 

9. other...  (Access types, Access modes) 

10. Common use in "Marketplace Projects" (among all users) 

11. Providers indication of "Related resources" 

2. General public reception / reputation 

1. Users' interest for the resource - Promote search results that are 'valued' by the Portal users 

(similar users may be rated higher)  

1. hover-rate, 

2. click-rate 

3. order factor 
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4. user engagement (number of ranking, opinions, without measuring quality, 

questions for providers), 

2.  Users' satisfaction with the resource - Promote search results that are (questionable factor 

- low credibility)  

1. resource rating  

2. opinion content  

3. service reuse (??) 

3. Resource maturity   

1. TRL 

2. Life Cycle status 

3. Certifications 

4. Number/Quality of metadata provided? 

3. Similar users’ engagement (may be replaced with 1.b.I) 

1. Promote search results that would be promoted for similar users (using the same set of 

promotion rules) 

Each factor should be applied with an adequate weight (or each component of a factor if we treat the top-

level hierarchy as "factors"). 

User similarity factors 
1. Similar choices in the user profile   

1. Categories of interests  

2. Scientific domains of interests  

3. other... 

2. Similar engagement in the system (clicks, orders, questions towards providers, etc.) 

For further consideration  
1. We can consider the ability of reducing set of selected filter constraints to provide more matches, or  

use the filters as another promotion factors back to back with other recommendation criteria.  

2. For authenticated users we may consider another "Sort by" mode to intentionally replace the search 

results with the set of "Recommended results" (may be also named "Personalised results" or 

"Personalised matches")  

3. We can consider a positive feedback loop by introducing self-verification factor for monitoring 

recommendation accuracy. When users select recommended service (the hit) it gets recommended 

more frequently (for a specific user group / for a selected search phrase / for a selected category 

etc.) as we treat this recommendation result as accurate.   

4. We can consider introducing slight randomisation factor to avoid creating information bubbles. 
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Annex 15: UX processes documentation for the EOSC Portal A/B 

testing framework 

Topic definition  

A/B testing is a process of testing multiple new designs of a webpage against the original design of that page 
with the goal of determining which design generates more conversions. 

Business needs:  

Visitors on our website come to achieve a specific goal that they have in mind. They may face some common 
pain points while achieving their goal: it can be confusing browsing or hard to find the service they want to 
have access to. Not being able to achieve their goals leads to bad user experience. For now, we use data 
gathered through visitor behaviour analysis tools such as Heatmaps, Google Analytics and website surveys to 
solve visitors’ pain points.  

With A/B testing, we will test multiple variations of an element of our website designed based on previously 
gathered data from analysis tools till we find the best possible version. This improves our user experience, 
making the website more useful for visitors.  

Objectives 

● Demonstrate a new feature (designed based on previous gathered data from analysis tools) in action 
and compare two versions of a single variable by testing a subject's response to variant A against 
variant B 

● Gather a feedback 

● Merge the best version to the production  

● If needed, new updates to the developed feature are triggered.  

Questions to be answered/ things to be checked  :  

● When and where do we show the new lay out  

● How to gather a feedback/ in what form  

Solution proposal 

● Admin role / Split Dashboard  

● Parameter URL to Highlight a new feature  
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Examples of features to be tested 

1.Presentation page for Service 

● Short Description, without offers 

 

● Service with offers 
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2. Recommendation results 

● Version 1 

 

● Version 2 
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Split Dashboard  

Split is a rack-based A/B testing framework designed to work with Rails, Sinatra or any other rack-based 
app. 

In the below example of the split test, the team introduced 3 different variants against the original design. 
The team will run the test to see the impact. 

Step 1:  

To begin, the A/B test admin should start with naming the experiment and choose the different alternatives 
which we wish to test. A/B testing framework should be designed to work in Rails. The whole Experience 
should be designed in Code.  

Step 2:  

By default, new A/B tests will be active right after deployment. Experiments will appear in AB Experiments - 
Split dashboard (only Admin can Access this dashboard).  

 

Step 3: Split URL Testing 

Split URL Testing is testing multiple versions of your webpage hosted on different URLs. EOSC Portal website 
traffic is split between the control, and variations and each of their conversion rates are measured to decide 
the winning version. 

●  Adding conversion goals and estimating test duration should be done before deploying.  

AB testing software tracks the number of visitors coming to each design in an experiment and the number of 
conversions each design generates. A “conversion” will vary based on website and the page we are testing 
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Step 4: Result Analysis and Deployment 

Once the test concluded, we will analyse the test results by considering metrics like percentage increase, 
confidence level, direct and indirect impact on other metrics, etc. After we have considered these numbers 
we will deploy the winning variation.  

Metrics 

Split dashboard should track generic metrics, such as conversions, and use those to complete multiple 
different experiments. The split testing software tracks conversion rates for each design.  

The Frequentist model uses two main factors to determine the winning design: 

● The conversion rate for each design: this number is determined by dividing the number of 
conversions for a design by the unique visitors for that design. 

● The confidence level for each design: a statistical term indicating the certainty that your test will 
produce the same result if the same experiment is conducted across many separate data sets in 
different experiments. 
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How to Finish experiment 

By default, Split automatically finishes the experiment if the estimating test duration was established in the 
system or we can use the Use this button (Force to NONE)  

 

 

How to Reset experiments  

By default, Split automatically resets the experiment whenever it detects the configuration for an experiment 
has changed. Or you can use the Reset Data  
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Annex 16: UX processes documentation for the EOSC Portal 
Feature Highlight functionality 
Topic definition 

Feature highlight is a way to demonstrate a new feature in action, present solutions to timely issues or 

showcase resources in entirely new ways.  

Business needs 

Feature highlight is a crucial element when it comes to delivering excellent user experience. It allows us to 

gently guide our users through compelling and rewarding UX onboarding flows, highlight useful features that 

users might otherwise overlook, and demonstrate how to get the most out of our services and resources.  

Feature highlight framework allows us to draw users’ attention to individual features without having to 

design entire onboarding experiences or user flows around explanations of how to use those features.  

Objectives  

● Gather a feedback 

● If needed, new updates to the developed feature are triggered.  

Questions to be answered/ things to be checked 

● When and where do we show the new lay out  

● How to gather a feedback/ in what form  

● How do we show a new feature (the form)  

Solution proposal  

● Small tutorial about new feature 

● Feedback form  

● A single user session is not flooded with tutorials - only one feature can be highlighted during a single 

user session  

Examples of features to be shown:  

User Profile views 

• Profile editing view 

• Updated Profile view 

• Updates about new feature release  

  

https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/JNX5UREHYWX#/screens
https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/NUX5US4SXRM#/screens
https://invis.io/SMX5UPWT62F#/416465924_MyProfile_-_Improve_Profile_Modal
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Graphical design proposals for new functionality (tour) 

• Enter modal 

 

 

 

• Tour 1/4 
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• Tour 2/4 

 

 

 

• Tour 3/4 
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Tour 4/4 (Get feedback) 
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